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Linked Data is a current approach to provide resources for software agents
and people, which is based on the successful principle of linking via HTTP-
URIs. The four main principles of Linked Data are the employment of URIs for
the identification of objects, their utilization by HTTP standards, the provision
of Meta data via RDF/XML and the linkage of objects among each other by
using these standards. Thanks to the use of ontologies, data is automatically
interpretable.
Based on Linked Data and the classical web APIs, Linked Data Services were
developed. They represent an interface, which corresponds to the Linked Data
principles and allows the access to data services. There are formal descriptions
of their functionality, their input data and their output data. Thanks to these
descriptions, an automatic search for Linked Data Services and their composi-
tion is possible.
The advantages of Linked Data and formal functional descriptions arouse also
interest in the business context. Then again, the privacy of data is a central
aspect for companies and prohibits the transmission of data to external services.
This is why the sole possibility for companies is to copy freely available data of
the Linked Data web and to replicate existing services internally. Consequently,
there’s no cause for companies to provide Linked Data resources and there isn’t
any business model for potential services providers either.
Linklets in their role as software agents, which are consuming und producing
Linked Data resources, allow solving this conflict. Contrary to Linked Data
Services, their runtime environment isn’t fixed at the time of publication, but
only during their request. This request is carried out by calling an URI that
contains the location of their runtime environment, their input resource and
their output resource. The runtime environment can also be extended by a
permission model, which limits the access to resources.
In the scope of this diploma thesis, a formal functional description for Lin-
klets has to be developed and to be evaluated with the use of commercial sce-
narios. Furthermore, a component based view including a component model, a
composition technique and a composition language is to realize. The resulting
advantages of an automatic task-based search for Linklets and their automatic
composition are to implement. In addition, a permission model for the limita-
tion of the resource access of Linklets has to be designed. Finally, a verification
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of all tasks by a predefined test framework and an analysis of possible business
models for Linklets have to be conducted.
The thesis should focus on the following subjects:
1. Creation of a an application scenario that is appropriated for an evaluation
2. Design and realization of a formal description of the input resources, the
output resources and the functionality of Linklets including an automatic
search for Linklets and their automatic composition
3. Analysis of the component model, the composition technique and the com-
position language
4. Development of an permission model for the resource access of Linklets
5. Validation of the implementation by using a predefined test suite
6. Formulation of a simple business model with account for the platform
character of the Linklet technology
Abstract
Linklets are location-independent web services, which consume and produce
Linked Data resources. These resources form a web of data - the semantic web -
that is an abstraction of the web 2.0. However, enterprises are reluctant to pro-
vide valuable Linked Data resources due to missing financial stimuli. Operations
are not representable in the semantic web.
Linklets aim to solve both problems. Previous work developed a prototype.
The goal of this thesis is to enhance it by a component model, a formal descrip-
tion and a permission model. A business model has to be developed.
This thesis follows a bottom-up approach. The formalization of the Linklet
concept creates a foundation. Then, an improved architecture and its reference
implementation are studied. It is evaluated by tests, show cases and economic
considerations.
The resulting component system is based on web-service component sys-
tems, while a sandbox concept is the core of the permission model. The formal
description shows limits of OWLs open world assumption. A platform leader
strategy is the foundation for the business model.
In conclusion, the advantages of the Linklet concept provide a way to enhance
and monetize the value of the semantic web. Further research is required; the
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What is the next generation of the internet? Currently, the web 2.0 is the
basic concept of the web architecture. It treats users as co-developers rather
than as customers. It leverages their self service rather than to provide content
pages. And it profits from network synergies rather than being a unidirectional
medium. Finally, the root idea of the web 2.0 is to develop an ”architecture of
participation” [Or07] by sharing data between different users.
Linked Data is an abstraction of the current web concept. It is based on the
successful principle of linking via HTTP URIs. Berners-Lee [BL06] defined the
following four principles of Linked Data:
1. Use URIs as names for things
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the
standards (RDF, SPARQL)
4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things
Software is based on the two pillars of data and algorithms. In the web 2.0
concept, both elements are hosted on web servers, which provide services to
end users. However, there is no opportunity of using either the algorithm part
or the data part of a server individually. Linked Data breaks this concept by
creating a data graph, which is individually accessible. However, it doesn’t offer
the possibility to create a similar structure for algorithms.
The Linklet technology [SDed] solves this problem by offering a possibility
to encapsulate the algorithmic part of a web service. Linklets consume and
produce Linked Data resources. Their runtime environment isn’t fixed at the
time of publication. It is defined during their request. In conclusion, the Linklet
technology fills the algorithmic gap of the Linked Data approach.
This thesis is based on the Linklet concept and a prototypic Linklet runtime
environment. The advancement of the Linklet technology is its scope.
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1.2 Thesis
The Linklet technology fills the algorithmic gap in the Linked Data approach.
It therefore allows new usage scenarios for Linked Data resources and existing
web services.
An enhancement of the Linklet runtime environment by a permission model
and a composition system allows the commercial use of Linklets and the creation
of a valid business model. A formal description of Linklets is needed in order to
integrate them completely into the Linked Data cloud.
1.3 Contributions of This Work
Formalization of the Linklet concept The question ”What is a Linklet?”
is essential. Previously work defined the Linklet concept informal. This thesis
evolves and details the concept of Linklets. The corresponding definitions create
the base for all following research fields.
Result: A comprehensive definition of the Linklet concepts.
Design and implementation of a composition system for Linklets The
composition of software artifacts increases their reusability and reduces there-
fore the implementation effort for new applications. It is the base for a broad
acceptance of Linklets. Previous work did not regard this topic. This thesis
introduces a composition system for Linklets.
Result: An extendable composition system for Linklets.
Design and implementation of a formal description for Linklets us-
ing Linked Data principles A formal description of an entitity allows its
detailed specification, an automatic search and an automatic composition. For-
mer work used a rudimental formal description, which did not correspond to the
Linked Data principles due to a missing ontology. This thesis introduces a for-
mal description for Linklets, which integrates them seamlessly into the Linked
Data universe.
Result: Linklets use Linked Data to describe their functionality.
Design and implementation of permission model for Linklets The
execution environment of a Linklet is fixed at runtime. Consequently, Linklets
are flexible and externally created Linklets can be executed in private networks.
To ensure data privacy, a fine-grained permission model is needed. Previous
work did not study this topic. This work develops a permission model for
Linklets.
Result: A permission model to restrict the execution of Linklets.
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Development of a Linklet business model and application scenarios
The Linklet technology allows to commercialze the semantic web. Previous
work focused on the business value of Linklets without studying a more general
business model. This thesis introduces a business model with the focus on the
application areas of Linklets and the market launch of the technology. Equally
important, three concrete application scenarios are presented.
Result: A business model based on a platform strategy.
1.4 Overview
This thesis follows a bottom-up approach. The formalization of the Linklet
concept creates the foundation for further work. Chapter 2 provides the nec-
essary background knowledge and studies required preliminaries. Furthermore,
it formalizes the Linklet concept and decouples it from other technologies as a
foundation for further work.
In the following, an improved architecture of the Linklet runtime environ-
ment and its prototype are studied. The development of the composition system,
the formal description and the permission model are treated. At first, Chapter
3 studies requirements, related work, possible approaches and the resulting ar-
chitecture for each area. The concrete implementation and its tests are treated
in chapter 4.
The realized implementation is not only evaluated by tests, but also by show
cases and economic considerations. Chapter 5 studies the economic questions
of Linklets based on the improvements of the Linklet runtime environment. In
order to prove a concrete business value, three show cases are detailed. They
concretize the added value of the developed technologies.
The discussion of this thesis is realized in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Background
What are Linklets? Based on the groundwork of Doms et. Seidler [SDed], the
enhancement of the Linklet concept and its related usage patterns is an essential
part of this work. Therefore, the term Linklet has to be defined.
To answer the former question, this chapter provides the required prelimi-
naries as well as an introduction of the Linklet technology.
2.1 Preliminaries
Linklets are part of the Linked Data universe. The Java permission model and
the OSGi interface create the base for the construction of the Linklet Con-
tainer Resource. The basic knowledge about composition systems is needed to
understand the Linklet composition system.
This section introduces all required preliminaries.
2.1.1 Linked Data
In 1996, Berners-Lee [BL06] defined the following four principles of Linked Data:
1. Use URIs as names for things
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the
standards (RDF, SPARQL)
4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things
A graphG = (V,E) consists of a set V of vertices and a set E of edges [Bal97].
Looking at the Linked Data principles, it becomes evidently that they imply a
graph. Contrary to the current web 2.0 [Or07], this graph does not consist of
user readable web pages, which are linked by URIs. Indeed, it consists of data
sets, which are linked to each other by URIs.
The Linked Data principles are not sufficient in order to realize them on
a technical level. Therefore, further standards are required. The ”Resource
Description Framework” (RDF) [KC04] defines the structure of the data, which
is returned after a URI lookup. Corresponding to RDF, each data resource
5
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consists of a set of triples T = {(s, p, o)}. Each triple consists of a subject s,
a predicate p and an object o. Subject and predicate are always represented
by URIs, while the object can also be a literal value like ”5”. An example for
two triples is given in figure 2.1. While RDF defines data structure, it does not
define its presentation. Indeed, the RDF/XML standard realizes an embedment
of RDF into XML files.
Figure 2.1: Example for an RDF graph consisting of two triples describing
this thesis. Gray circles symbolize resources while the white circle symbol-
izes a Literal. URIs are abbreviated by the following convention: ”thesis:” =
”http://www.example.com/thesis/”.
RDF and RDF/XML do not allow to type resources. Corresponding to
figure 2.1, it is not possible to state that ”thesis:thesisLinklet” is an instance
of the concept thesis. RDF Schema (RDFS) adds this functionality to RDF. It
provides e.g. the ”rdfs:type”-relation to specify the instantiation of a concept.
The web ontology language (OWL) [MVH+04] extends RDFS by adding
additional language-elements like the ”owl:disjointWith”, which states that two
classes are different. OWL has a high grade of expressivity. Therefore, restricted
versions of the complete version, named OWL FULL, are defined, which al-
low faster reasoners. OWL DL has the expressivity of description logics while
OWL LITE supports only primarily needs. Finally, OWL follows the open-
world-assumption. This means that the absence of a statement does not imply
anything.
Linked Data resources are widely available. The largest connected graph was
created by the Linked Open Data project [lin]. By September 2011, 295 data
sets consist of over 31 billion RDF triples, which are interlinked by around 504
million RDF links (see figure 2.2). The bandwidth of available topics reaches
from the ”BBC music database” over the geographic information collection of
the ”CIA factbook” to the ”Semantic Bible”, a fact accumulation of the bible.
However, commercial data sets are still missing.
In conclusion, Linked Data standards like RDF define the language for an
extensible graph. Huge amounts of non-commercial data sets are available. The
collaboration between different participants is possible.
2.1.2 Composition Models
A component is a unit of deployment, versioning and replacement [Szy03]. The
former condition identifies a component as executable deliverable, which can be
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Figure 2.2: All 295 projects of the Linked Open Data project [lin]. Connected
projects are marked by an edge.
started without the help of any developer. The latter condition assures that a
component has no internal state. Otherwise a replacement wouldn’t be easily
possible.
A composition system consists of a component model, a composition tech-
nique and a composition language [Aßm03]. The component model characterizes
the components. The composition technique details the variation and extension
of components. It also treats the questions of Metamodelling and scalability.
Finally, the composition language realizes the defined concepts by a concrete
vocabulary. The availability of all three elements is necessary to define a com-
ponent system. Figure 2.3 shows, that Lego stones don’t create a composition
system.
Figure 2.3: Lego stones are no composition system. Component model: stones
with clots. Composition technique: plug stones. Composition language: unde-
fined.
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The term ”Meta-reasoning” means ”reasoning about reasoning”. A software
system capable of Meta-reasoning is able to reflect or introspect [Cos02]. This
allows the system to interpret its own Meta data. A composition system capable
of meta-reasoning enables the components to reflect about their composition.
In the case of Meta programming, they are even able to change it.
A framework defines a high level language which allows the creation of appli-
cations within a domain through specialization [Pre95]. Black box frameworks
can be adapted by defined interfaces. However, the framework extension doesn’t
know internals of the extended framework. White box frameworks are extended
by object-oriented technologies like inheritance. Consequently extensions rely
on implementation details of the extended framework [FS97]. Gray box frame-
works are a mixture of both. Accordingly to frameworks, component models
can be classified according to their interfaces.
2.1.3 Java 2 Security Permission Model
This section introduces the basics of the Java 2 security architecture [Gon97].
It treats the policy definition and the authentication architecture of Java. Fur-
thermore, the question of extensibility is treated.
Policy definition Java follows the closed world assumption. Consequently, a
Java application can only claim the permissions, which were explicitly granted
to the application. A permission is specified by its class, its name and its action
parameter.
Permission checks are realized by the frameworks themselves. They have
to request the required permissions from the Java security manager. Therefore
they have to check, if a security manager was set and to call its ”checkPer-
mission” method. Next, the security manager uses the access controller and
the access controller context to verify the permission. If the requested permis-
sion is granted, the ”checkPermission” method returns without any problems.
Otherwise it throws a SecurityException. Listing 2.1 shows an example of a
permission check.
1 private void checkHttpAccess(Reference ref){
SecurityManager security = System.
getSecurityManager ();






Listing 2.1: Framework source code of a permission check: Access restriction
via the HttpAccessPermission depending on a given reference.
Permissions are granted by policy files. A policy file is a list of ”grant en-
tries”. Each grant entry consists of a permission and a condition. The condition
can define signatures or code base locations, which are needed in order to get
the permission of this grant entry. The default policy file is located at ”java-
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home/lib/security/java.policy”. Alternative policy files can be selected by the
parameterization of a JVM.
Authentication architecture The identity of an artifact can be verified by
certificates [Bis03]. The basic idea is to certificate artifacts after their creation
and to check the validity of the certificate at the user side. Therefore, trusted
certification authorities are required. In order to reduce the number of cer-
tification authorities, which a user has to trust, certificate chains introduce a
hierarchical system.
A certificate of the Java security architecture has two parts. The downlink
part consists of a public key and the identity of the certificate owner. The uplink
part consists of a signature that proves the owner of a certificate and its identity.
The interaction of both parts allows creating certificate chains (see figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Certificate chain with appended JAR.
The ”Java archive file” (JAR) offers a certification mechanism. JARs can
be signed by their creators and validated by a JVM at the user side. Figure 2.4
shows the integration of a JAR into a certificate chain.
A java keystore is a database of private keys and their associated certificates.
Therefore it can be used for the validation of certificates of received JARs and
the signing of created JARs. A keystore can be created and administrated by
the Java keytool. In order to grant permissions to a JAR depending on its
certificates, a keystore has to be defined for the respective JVM.
A truststore only contains certificates. It is required for the OSGi security
architecture.
Security extensions The ”Java Authentication and Authorization Service”
(JAAS) is an API that provides access control and authorization services. Con-
ceptually, a subject can identify itself by predefined credentials. Furthermore,
each subject disposes about a set of principals, which are equal to roles. Each
principal grants a set of permissions to an identified subject.
Permission checks in Java are realized by the framework. In consequence, all
permissions, which are required, are defined by frameworks. Permissions, which
are e.g. checked by the Java development Kit (JDK), are the PropertyPermis-
sion during the access of system properties, the FilePermission whilst file access
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and the SocketPermission during the creation of a web socket. New permissions
can be added by any framework.
2.1.4 OSGi
The OSGi Core Version 4.3 was released in April 2011 [All11]. As it will be
shown, it represents a cornerstone for the implementation of the Linklet tech-
nology. OSGi is a specification of a centralized, service oriented platform. It
defines four layers (see also figure 2.5): The module layer, the life cycle layer
and the service layer. The security layer is crosscutting these layers, which will
be detailed in this section.
Figure 2.5: OSGi layer architecture [All11].
Module layer A main feature of OSGi are bundles, which can be started and
stopped at runtime. A bundle is JAR file, which defines additional information
in its manifest file. This information includes e.g. required packages in the
”import”-statement and provided packages in the ”export”-statement.
The module layer loads and unloads bundles at runtime. It therefore verifies
that the imported packages of a bundle are already available in other bundles of
the current installation. If not all requirements are available, the bundle cannot
be resolved.
There are four solutions, if requirements of a bundle are missing. In the first
case, the needed packages are added to the bundle itself and the requirements
are removed from the ”import”-statement. Second, another bundle, which pro-
vides the required dependencies, can be added. Third, the requirements can
be removed from the ”import”-statement, if they were superfluous. Fourth,
the OSGi parameter ”org.osgi.framework.bootdelegation” can be used in order
to use resources that are not available as bundles. The latter variant is only
recommend for system packages.
Life cycle layer The life cycle layer is based on the module layer. Its task is
to manage the state of bundles.
A bundle has at any time exactly one of six states. Directly after its instal-
lation, it’s in the ”installed” state. Next, the module layer will try to resolve
its dependencies. If this operation succeeds, the bundle state changes to ”re-
solved”. A bundle can have a BundleActivator. He is executed after the start
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command of the bundle. The ”active” state and the ”stopping” state follow.
Figure 2.6 visualizes the bundle lifecycle.
Figure 2.6: Lifecycles of an OSGi bundle [All11].
Service layer The OSGi framework uses the service layer to provide an exten-
sion mechanism, called services. It allows bundles to provide interfaces, which
can be discovered and called by other bundles at runtime. OSGi services allow
to loosely couple bundles. They make services exchangeable by the variation of
the implementing bundles.
Security layer The security layer allows restricting the used bundles. In
current Java implementations of the OSGi standard, it is based on the Java
security architecture (see section 2.1.3). In this case there exist the following
three permission sources:
1. Java2 Security Policy
2. Static or dynamic configuration by the OSGi Permission Service or the
OSGi Conditional Permission Service
3. Local permissions per bundle
While the OSGi Permission Service restricts the permissions of all bundles,
the OSGi Conditional Permission Service allows a fine grained control e.g. based
on the certificates of bundles. The local permissions of bundles are voluntary
self-restrictions. Contrary to the other permission settings, local bundle permis-
sions are not controllable by the administrator of an OSGi environment. They
are therefore not useable to enforce security settings.
The OSGi framework defines new permissions. The four most relevant are
listed in the upper part of table 2.1. They allow to grant bundles administration
rights and to control the requirement of other bundles. Furthermore the use and
provision of packages and services can be controlled.
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Permission type Name Actions
AdminPermission - numerous (11)
BundlePermission bundle name provide, require, host, and fragment
PackagePermission package name exportonly, import
ServicePermission service name register, get
AdaptPermission - adapt
CapabilityPermission capability name provide require
Table 2.1: Permissions defined by the OSGi framework.
Conclusion OSGi frameworks enhance the functionality of a standard JVM
to a centralized service-oriented platform. They allow to load bundles at runtime
and to control their permissions explicitly.
2.1.5 Related Work
Google Fusion Tables Google Fusion Tables [goob] allow importing, visual-
izing and publishing data. The import can be realized via CSV files, KML files
or spreadsheets into a database. The visualization phase results in extended
Google Maps or charts. Finally, the data can be published to a web site.
Linked Data also allows the upload of data and its public distribution. Fur-
thermore, Linked Data provides the opportunity to type data and to make it
therefore available for automated processing. Even if not its task, Linked Data
does not offer easy visualization techniques.
Open Data Protocol and Google Data Protocol The Open Data Proto-
col (OData) [oda] and the Google Data Protocol (GData) [gooa] are two direct
competitors to the Linked Data technology, which are developed by Microsoft
and Google. Both protocols are based on ATOM feeds and both use the REST
paradigm. However, their standard is still evolving. A current comparison
between Linked Data, OData and GData can be found at [gol].
In the end, the creation of GData and OData standards shows the change
of the web 2.0 to a web of data.
2.2 Formalization of Linklets
This section shows several perspectives on the term ”Linklet”. It starts with
the formal definition of Linklets. In the following, the analogies of Linklets to
database operators and pipes are examinated. Finally, related approaches are
studied and a summary is given.
2.2.1 Definition
Definition 1 (Web Service) ”A Web service is a software system designed to
support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an
interface described in a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other
systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its description
using SOAP-messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serializa-
tion in conjunction with other Web-related standards.” [HB04]
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The definition of a web service builds the base for the definition of the term
”Linklet”. Like a web service, a Linklet is designed for machine-to-machine
interaction over a network. It is described in machine-processable format (see
section 3.2). However, Linked Data related standards (see section 2.1.1) are
used instead of the SOAP protocol as a foundation for communication.
Definition 2 (Linklet) A Linklet is a location-independent web service that
consumes and produces Linked Data.
Definition 3 (Linklet Container Resource) A Linklet Container Resource
is a trusted runtime environment that allows the execution, the permission man-
agement and the composition of Linklets. It is platform-independent and exclu-
sively accessible via a REST interface.
Apache Maven [mav] is a built tool for various programming languages like
Java, C# and Ruby. It allows deploying software artifacts, e.g. a ”Java archive”
into repositories. These artifacts can be reused by other projects or executed
individually.
In the current reference implementation, a Linklet consists of a Maven ar-
tifact and a formal description in the RDF/XML syntax. By default, it has
exactly one input resource and one output resource in the Linked Data for-
mat. Therefore, a minimal formal description consists of a reference to a Maven
artifact, an input resource and an output resource.
A Linklet container resource is a trusted runtime environment, which is
permanently installed on a server. It is configured by a network administrator
and available via the HTTP protocol. Furthermore, its access can be restricted
by the general network configuration.
Consequently, the combination of Linklet Container Resource and Linklet
allows a location-independent execution of Maven artifacts on a trusted runtime
environment. In fact, a simple HTTP call to an arbitrary Linklet Container
Resource suffices to execute a Linklet and to get the produced output. Such a




2.2.2 Analogy to Pipes and Filters
The pipes-and-filters pattern [Bak87] was the first software architecture pattern.
The approach is used in UNIX pipelines, which are created by chaining together
the standard output (stdout) of one process with the standard input (stdin) of
another process by an anonymous pipe. The big advantage of this approach is
its usability. In order to execute a pipe, only the input of the first process needs
to be defined.
Aßmann [Aßm03] shows that the pipes and filters approach, enhanced by
a composition language, is a simple component model. Corresponding to the
formalization of section 2.1.2, the pipes and filters pattern can be structured as
follows:
• Component model: Processes that read and write byte streams
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• Composition technique: Chaining together processes by anonymous pipes
• Composition language: UNIX shell, C, makefiles
Linklets imply a component model and a composition technique. Indeed,
every Linklet reads by default exactly one input resource and writes exactly
one output resource (see figure 2.7). By using these Linked Data resources as
pipes and the Linklets as filters, several Linklets can easily be chained together
(see figure 2.8). A composition language is missing to complete a composition
system for Linklets. This idea will be detailed in section 3.1.
Figure 2.7: Simplified UML formalization of one Linklet
Figure 2.8: Linklets imply a pipes and filters model : Pipeline of a sort, a merge
and a count Linklet.
2.2.3 Analogy to Database Operators
A database system consists of a database and a database management system
[HR01]. While all available data is stored in the database, the database manage-
ment system (DBMS) provides the functionality of the database system, which
consists of three aspects:
• Data model: In order to create and change the abstract data model, There
is a need for a data definition language (DDL).
• Data definition: A data manipulation language (DML) allows to create,
change and query the data.
• Control and monitoring: The most important operational requirements
can be split into the following nine areas:
– Availability: Databases are the core of many IT systems. Therefore,
they need to have a high availability.
– Response time: The response time should be as low as possible.
– Throughput: The system has to handle large data amounts.
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– Scalability: Database systems often grow over time. Scalabilty is
essential in order to avoid an increasing response time.
– Security: The access and manipulation of data needs to be controlled.
– Atomicity: Each transaction of a database is completely executed or
undone.
– Isolation: Each transaction is realized isolated from other transac-
tions.
– Consistency: The state of the complete database fulfills all consis-
tency rules at every time.
– Durability: The result of a database transaction, which was success-
fully completed, will not be undone.
As shown in section 2.1.1, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) of
Linked Data defines a graph. Assuming an analogy of Linked Data to a graph
database [Erd08], Linklets can be seen as operators of the database that realize
transactions. They can provide algebraic operations, data manipulation oper-
ations and functional operations. Furthermore, they can represent algorithmic
operations that pass over the standard database functionality.
In this analogy, the Linklet Container Resource appears as a part of a data
base management system for the Linked Data graph database. The question
arises, which of the database system functionality is required for the Linklet
Container Resource. The data model and the data definition are already repre-
sented by OWL and RDF and can be created and changed by RESTful calls to
the corresponding resources. Contrary, all operational requirements are obliga-
tory for a Linklet Container Resource in order to allow the same usage patterns
for Linked Data as for conventional database systems.
In conclusion, there is an analogy between Linklets and the database oper-
ators, which provides requirements for the Linklet container resource.
2.2.4 Related Work
What is the difference between Linklets and other established approaches for the
treatment of data? The question is essential due to the novelty of the Linklet
idea. This section will give an answer by detailing eight other approaches.
Thereby the following points will be evaluated:
• Possibility of Linked Data treatment: Can the considered technology be
used to consume and produce Linked Data resources?
• Language-independency: The independence of one specific language allows
the use of established frameworks. Is it possible to use various program-
ming languages in the considered technology?
• Enhanced permission model: Offers the technology a way to control the
flow of sensible data in a fine-grained way?
• Network-availability: Is the considered technology useable over a network?
Can standard protocols be used?
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• Location-independency: Can the corresponding code be executed on a
server, which is trustable for the user? How simple is the change of this
location?
• Composability: Does the technology offer a way to compose different ele-
ments after their compilation?
• Scalability: Does the technology scale to large amounts of treated data?
Linklets The Linklet technology is developed exclusively for the treatment of
Linked Data resources. By the choice of the underlying technology, it is language
independent. Furthermore, it is exclusively available via restful HTTP requests
[Fie00].
The main advantage of the technology is its location-independency. Each
Linklet can be executed on every Linklet Container Resource instantly. Section
3.3 introduces a permission model for Linklets. Their composition is studied in
section 3.1.
The disadvantage of Linklets is their missing scalability. Http latencies and
network restrictions slow down the transfer of Linked Data resources and Maven
artifacts. Section 6.3 will discuss possible improvements.
In conclusion, the current version of the Linklet technology fulfills all requests
except the scalability.
Arbitrary program An arbitrary program can read and write Linked Data
resources and is also language independent. Furthermore, it can be shipped to
any device by downloading and executing it. On the contrary, the interface of
an arbitrary program does not offer a component model, network availability or
a permission model.
Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) There are four types of EJBs: stateful and
stateless session beans, message driven beans, and entity beans, which can rep-
resent the data of a database. EJBs are packaged into a ”.war”-file and deployed
on an arbitrary application server like JBoss or IBM Websphere.
The parallels between the Enterprise Java Beans technology and the Linklet
technology are manifold. Like Linklets, stateless session beans can be used as
a web service. Similar to the Linklet container resource, the EJB application
server offers services like transparency and security. Furthermore, it offers a
high scalability. However, EJBs cannot be installed during their call, they don’t
offer a build-in permission model for Linked Data and they are not language
independent.
CORBA The vision of the CORBA developers was to create a repository,
which allows registering, finding and starting all needed methods. It offers the
possibility of inter-process communication via Remote Procedure Calls (RPC).
Therefore, an Object Request Broker (ORB) needs to be initialized. The ORB
offers the needed functionality.
Contrary to EJB, CORBA allows the usage of different programming lan-
guages. It allows a location-independent execution of code. However, the ini-
tialization of an ORB is more difficult than a standard HTTP call and it has
no enhanced permission model for the treatment of Linked Data.
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Web Services Web services were defined in section 2.2.1. There is a huge
variety of technologies, which have in common that their used technologies are
transparent for the consumer of the web services. In order to use a web service,
only the knowledge of the relevant protocols like HTTP, WSDL, BPEL or SOAP
is needed [CLS+05].
Consequently, web services offer a huge scalability. They allow fine-grained
permission models and are easily composable. Nevertheless, no detailed permis-
sion model for web services, which allows a fine-grained controlling of the input
and output resources, exist. Furthermore, web services are attached to their
host.
Linked Data Services Linked Data Services (LIDS) [SH10] offer an oppor-
tunity to integrate existing web services into the Linked Data cloud. They can
be seen as a decorator [GHJV95] or a wrapper, which enhances existing services.
Therefore, they offer the same advantages and disadvantages like web services
in comparison to Linklets.
Yahoo Pipes Yahoo Pipes allow an aggregation and manipulation of semantic
web data via a simple user interface [AKTV07]. It allows the consumption of
RSS-feeds and their manipulation by simple operators, which can be chained
to pipes. As shown in section 2.2.2, this concept is very similar to the existing
Linklet approach.
Similar to web services, this technology offers a huge scalability due to the
use of yahoo servers. Nevertheless, the execution is fixed on these servers and
therefore not location-independent. Furthermore, the restriction to RSS-feeds
hinders the use of Linked Data resources. The implementation of own operators
is not allowed.
DERI pipes DERI pipes [LPPTM08] are similar to yahoo pipes. The only
difference is the fact that they can consume RDF resources. Like Yahoo Pipes,
they do not allow the implementation of own operators and they are not location-
independent. Due to the fact, that DERI pipes is an open source project, they
are not hosted on powerful servers that offer scalability.
IBM Mashups A mashup is a web site, which combines the data of many
data sources. Aumüller [AT08] differentiates between three mashup products:
data extraction, data flow and data presentation. While Yahoo Pipes and DERI
Pipes belong to the data flow products, IBM Mashups covers the whole scope.
The disadvantage of IBM Mashups is the fact, that they can only consume
CSV and RSS data. A composition of mashups is not possible. On the other
hand, they show a possible extension of the Linklet architecture, which doesn’t
yet include any user interface.
Conclusion Table 2.2 summarizes the presented similarities and differences.
In the whole, the Linklet technology has clear advantages and is not subsumed
by a particular technology. The missing scalability is the most important dis-
advantage of this approach.
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Possibility of linked data treatment X X X X X X
Language-independency X X X X X
Enhanced permission model X
Network-availability X X X X X X X
Location-independency X X X
Composability X X X X X X X
Scalability X X X X X
Table 2.2: Future Matrix of Linklets and related approaches. Fulfilled require-
ments are marked with a ”X”.
Summary
The goal of this chapter was to answer the question ”What are Linklets?”.
At first, a fundation was created by the presentation of required preliminaries.
Then, the Linklet definition, two analogies and the differences to related ap-
proaches were studied. It was shown that Linklets represent a technology that
allows a separation of the web service creator and the web service provider.
The former creates the Linklet while the latter provides the Linklet container
resource.
This separation has various consequences concerning the permission model,
the formal description and the business model. These consequences will be
treated in the following chapters.
Chapter 3
Enhancement of the Linklet
Architecture
Linklets follow a simple idea. They are location-independent web services that
produce and consume Linked Data. This chapter introduces a composition
system, a formal description and a permission model for Linklets. The goal is
to develop a solid architecture for these three features.
The chapter is structured as followed: At first, the component model is
studied. Based on it, a formal description for Linklets and their composition
is developed. Following, the permission model will be introduced in the con-
text of this composition language. Finally, a conclusion will lay path for the
implementation of the developed architecture.
3.1 Linklet Composition
A network effect arises, if different individuals are interconnected. This effect
was first studied in an economic scope. Uzzi [Uzz96] shows that firms, which are
organized in networks, have higher survival chances. This is caused by municipal
support in case of temporary problems. However, a too strong interconnection
creates a lock-in effect for individuals and decreases survival chances again.
On an abstract level, networks can be divided into global networks and local
networks. In a global network, each individual has a direct connection to each
other individual. Contrary, a local network consists of agents, which are only
connected to a limited amount of other agents. However, Sundararajan [Sun08]
shows that individuals in a local network profit from the indirect network effects
that are created by the interconnections of local networks.
The Linked Data cloud profits of local network effects. In fact, links between
resources not only allow merging information of different data sources, but also
extending them dynamically. A raise of the value of each resource follows.
By offering a composition technique for Linklets, the same synergies are
possible for Linklets. This section develops a component model for Linklets to
achieve this goal. It starts by introducing requirements for a Linklet composition
system. Second, existing approaches are examined with regard to these require-
ments. Third, two possible solutions are compared. Finally, the architecture for
the more favorable component model is detailed.
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3.1.1 Requirements
The goal is to develop a component model for location-independent web services.
Both, requirements for component systems in general (see [Aßm03], [NM95])
and requirements for web service composition (see [Pau09]), create the base for
the requirement set of Linklet composition. Based on possible use cases and
the properties of the Linklet technology the following requirements have been
analyzed.
Black box composition Corresponding to the isolation of the components,
three types of composition systems are distinguished. In black box composition
systems like the pipes-and-filters system, components are coupled by their input
and output [BW97]. Contrary to this, white box composition systems allow an
arbitrary modification of the components besides the coupling of input and out-
put. Lumpe [LN99] categorizes e.g. inheritance as white box composition. Grey
box composition can be seen as a more restrictive white box composition. It
allows the modification of components only at defined points. Invasive software
composition [Aßm03], which is as a representative for gray box composition,
declares these point as hooks.
Architecturally, Linklets are language independent (see section 2.2.1). This
allows their creation in languages like Java, C++ or C#. These different Lin-
klets should be composable. A composition on the code level would break prin-
ciples. Hence, gray box and white box composition systems are not applicable
to this concept. Black box composition (see figure 3.1) has to be used.
Figure 3.1: Linklet representation as a black box. Corresponding to section
2.2.1, a Linklet has one input and one output, which are resources for RDF.
The lines mark the data flow.
Based on pipes and filters As shown in section 2.2.2, Linklets are similar to
the pipes and filters concept (see figure 3.2). This concept offers the advantages
in the areas of usability, transparency and reusability: A pipe can be started just
by configuring the input of its first element. The output of each element can be
checked individually in order to find possible programming errors. Furthermore,
intermediate results can be reused.
However, there is one difference between chained Linklets and the pipes-and-
filters-approach. In a pipeline, data can be processed in parallel. This means
that the output of one filter is directly forwarded to the next filter, even if the
current filter has not finished its work for the complete amount of data that
is crossing the pipeline. Linked Data resources can only be read and written
as a whole. Consequently, Linklets read their input and write their output
completely. This prohibits parallelism in a sequential pipeline.
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A composition system for Linklets should realize the advantages of the pipes-
and-filters approach. Viewing the difference concerning parallelism, it has to be
adapted.
Figure 3.2: Linklets as black box chain using the pipes-and filters approach.
The lines mark the data flow.
Parallel and control constructs Parallelism is an essential technique that
allows acceleration of processes. Carriero and Gelernter [CG89] differentiate be-
tween three types of parallelism: Result parallelism, agenda parallelism and spe-
cialist parallelism. They realize a speed up for crawlers in a local area network
environment of factor 5.6 compared to an implementation without parallelism.
Figure 3.3 shows this approach. Beside parallelism, other control constructs are
known for web services. Linklets have to offer a composition technique that
allows benefiting from parallelism and control constructs.
Figure 3.3: Parallel data treatment in a black box chain using a split-join-
construct. The lines mark the data flow.
Generic components A crawler is a program, which is used to collect and
process huge amounts of data from the web. The collection algorithm of a
crawler is fix, while the processing algorithm can vary corresponding to the
needed results. It can e.g. search, aggregate or filter the collected data. There-
fore it has to be exchangeable.
Linklets have to be able to realize this functionality due to their focus on
Linked Data. In order to make the processing algorithm exchangeable, a collect
Linklet and an processing Linklet are needed. Chaining them together as pipes
and filters creates the problem that all data have to be collected before the
processing. Therefore, a possibility is needed to evaluate the data directly while
keeping the exchangeability of the processing algorithm.
Generics [SL99] and injection components [WRK+01] are two denominations
for the same technique, that solves the problem. The idea is to inject a special-
ized component into a more general component. This component can be used
as a part of the general component and therefore be used when needed. Figure
3.4 visualizes this approach. Linklets have to offer this functionality.
Typed components As shown for the crawler use case, there exists a dis-
junction between the collection algorithm and the processing algorithm. They
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Figure 3.4: Linklet crawler with generic collection algorithm and injected pro-
cessing algorithm.
cannot be exchanged due to their interfaces, their functionality and their inten-
sion. A collection algorithm cannot be injected into a collection algorithm, while
an processing algorithm can be injected. They have different types. Therefore,
Linklets have to offer a typing technology, which is depicted in figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Linklet crawler with typed injection algorithm components.
Late Binding Not every use case can be realized by static composition. Sec-
tion 5.2.2 shows a use case, where annotator Linklets should be used to enhance
a data set. The most useful annotator for this task can only be selected at
run time. The type of Linklet that will be used is known, but not its concrete
implementation.
The late binding approach offers the possibility to realize this requirement.
It allows changing necessary variables at runtime in order to keep flexibility.
Linklets have to offer a technique that allows late binding.
Easy debugging In the context of the developed business model, Linklets
have to find more and more acceptance (see section 5.1). Therefore, the devel-
opment of Linklets has to be simple. Errors have to be found fast. Consequently,
the composition system has to allow an individual debugging of Linklets in an
execution chain.
3.1.2 Existing Approaches
There are various approaches for the composition of web services. Linklets are
location-independent web services. Therefore, a composition system built on
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top of Linklets can use the existing composition systems for web services as a
base.
This section will detail three existing approaches for web service composition.
First, BPEL is treated as the most common composition language. Second,
OWL-S will be treated as an enhancement of BPEL, which allows the use of
ontologies and is therefore more appropriated for the Linked Data scenario.
Finally, other approaches that are based on BPEL will be discussed.
BPEL The Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is the base for BPEL.
WSDL describes the functionality of a single web service and abstracts there-
fore from the underlying protocols. It can be seen as component description,
which specifies web service components. These WSDL components can be lever-
aged by various composition systems like BPEL, CORBA, DCOM, EJB and
.NET. On the other hand, WSDL has disadvantages like a missing presentation
of the input-output dependencies, invocation sequences, hierarchical functional
descriptions and concurrent sequence specifications [TPW+02].
With regard to Linklets, the WSDL standard can be used as a base for
the collaboration of Linklets with other composition systems. Linklets, which
offer a WSDL description, could easily be integrated into existing systems. This
question will not be treated in this thesis in detail and is therefore part of future
research.
The Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is an XML based descrip-
tion language of business processes. Processes that are described in BPEL need
a BPEL engine for their execution. Currently used BPEL engines are jEPM or
the WebSphere Process Server. BPEL has a wide range of language elements.
There are elements for parallelism, join-split-operators, ports, connectors and
transactions.
Linklets are location-independent. This fact cannot be expressed with BPEL.
Furthermore, BPEL not based on OWL as the Linked Data standard. Conse-
quently, a use of BPEL for a Linklet composition system prohibits any metar-
easoning. In addition, BPEL does not allow generics or late-binding [Pau09].
OWL-S OWL-S [MBH+04] defines an ontology that can be instantiated in
order to describe and compose web services. At this point it acts on the same
level as WSDL and BPEL. Contrary to these languages, it is based on OWL.
Therefore it can be integrated into the Linked Data cloud.
Architecturally, OWL-S is divided into three levels. The profile level de-
scribes what a service does. It describes its task, its limitations of applicability
and the requirements to the requester. This information is necessary in order to
find services. The service model of OWL-S describes how services are composed.
It defines loop constructs, serialization constructs and parallelization constructs.
Similarly to BPEL, this constructs have to be interpreted by a process engine.
In the end, the grounding describes, how OWL-S features can be mapped to
existing technologies like SOAP and HTTP.
Like BPEL, OWL-S cannot be used directly as a Linklet composition lan-
guage due to its missing features for location-independence. On the other hand,
its architectural layers offer a good structure for a Linklet description language.
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REST composition languages Pautasso [Pau09] studies different techniques
for the composition of RESTful web services [Fie00]. He defines five require-
ments for their composition: dynamic late binding; support of the REST inter-
face and its methods GET, POST, PUT and DELETE; dynamic typing; content
type negotiation; state inspection. He shows, that BPEL does not offer any of
this features while other approaches like BPEL for REST, Bite or JOpera fulfill
some or all of this features.
As described before, a Linklet composition language has to provide two of
these fives features: Dynamic late binding and state inspection in order to facili-
tate debugging. It does not need to provide content type negotiation or dynamic
typing due to the fixed Linklet interface. Furthermore a uniform interface is al-
ready provided by the Linklet container resource.
3.1.3 Possible Approaches
Compositors are the base of a composition system. They describe how the com-
ponents can be composed and define therefore the flexibility of the composition
language [NM95].
This section introduces two possible approaches for a Linklet composition
system. Both approaches are different concerning the question ”Where are the
compositors located?” In the first approach, the compositors are represented as
Linklets. In the second approach, they are part of an OWL-based composition
language. Finally, both approaches are compared.
Linklets as operators Linked Data is a technology that allows every user
to participate. Network synergies follow. The goal of a Linklet composition
system is to take profit from this network effect for the development of Linklets.
This first approach is driven by the idea to use the network effect not only
for the Linklet components, but also for the Linklet compositors. There is no
specified composition language, but only a base technology that allows users to
build compositors, which can chain Linklets together. A specified composition
language is avoided.
To detail this approach, the following example is helpful. It shows the tasks
and the realization of an IF-operator, which allows alternatives. Such an oper-
ator needs three inputs: a condition; a statement that will be executed in the
case of a positive condition evaluation; and a statement that will be executed in
the case of a negative condition evaluation. The control flow is shown in figure
3.6. At first, the server calls the IF-operator-Linklet with the three parameters
given above. This Linklet calls the server in order to start the Linklet that will
evaluate the condition. In this example, the condition evaluation is positive.
Consequently, the Linklet for the positive case will be started.
Regarding the requirements from section 3.1.1, this approach fulfills nearly
all requirements except the idea to keep the pipes-and-filters-approach. This
complicates the debugging of individual Linklets due to the fact, that an indi-
vidual restart of a Linklet is not possible. Furthermore, the compositor Linklet
encapsulates all information that is required for the composition and the start
of the corresponding Linklets. This hinders static type checking. On the other
hand, this approach allows users to extend the composition language. This
allows to use Linklets e.g. for use cases in artificial intelligence scenarios as
interference operators.
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Figure 3.6: Sequence diagram for an example based on the scenario of Linklet-
based operators.
OWL-based operators The second approach is motivated by the current
composition languages for web services, which were detailed in section 3.1.2. It
is based on a complete composition language, which allows defining the com-
position of Linklets by creating Linked Data resources as instances of a fixed
ontology.
For the purpose of comparison, the same example as for the first approach
will be studied here. The required information to implement an IF-operator is
identical. Contrary to the first approach, this information is evaluated by the
server. At first, it starts the condition-Linklet, which returns the result of the
condition evaluation. Also in this case, the result is positive. This leads the
server to start the Linklet for the positive case and to return its result. Figure
3.7 shows this process in detail.
Figure 3.7: Sequence diagram for an example based on the scenario of OWL-
based operators.
In comparison to the first approach, this technique is evidently faster, be-
cause it requires less calls and less communication while the result is identical.
The composition is handled directly by the server. This allows a more stan-
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dardized error handling. Furthermore, Linklet composition becomes easier due
to the standardized composition language. On the other hand, it is not possible
for the Linklet community to develop new compositors. This is a disadvantage
for academic use cases.
Comparison After detailing both approaches, table 3.1 shows an overview of
the relation of both approaches regarding the requirements. It points out, that
the first approach is more appropriate for academic use cases, which need more
flexibility. Contrary, the second use case has advantages concerning the perfor-
mance and the standardization. This allows an easy debugging and reduces the
development time for Linklets. Due to the fact, that the Linklet technology has
to reach a broad audience in order to become successful (see section 5.1), the
second approach is more appropriated in this case.
Criteria and location of Operators Linklet-based OWL-based
Black box X X
Pipes and filtes / state inspection X
parallel and control constructs X X
generic components X X
typed components X X
late binding X X
use for enhanced use cases X
Table 3.1: Feature Matrix of two approaches for a Linklet composition language.
The Linklet-based approach is qualified for academic use cases, while the OWL-
based approach is appropriated for commercial use cases.
3.1.4 Architecture
A composition system has three parts - a component model, a composition
technique and a composition language (see section 2.1.2). The first part of this
section is going to detail the approach of OWL-based operators corresponding
to these three categories.
A composition system impacts the system architecture. One of the main
architectural changes of the Linklet Container resource results from it. The
second part of this section will detail the changes and also answer the questions,
how Linklets can be debugged easily.
Composition system As already described, the core idea of the composi-
tion system is based on OWL-based compositors that are similar to the ones
from OWL-S. The need for a new composition language is implied by the lo-
cation independency of Linklets. Formalizing this idea leads to the following
characterization of the Linklet composition system:
• Component model: Linklets have exactly one input and one output. The
input is read completely during the set-up phase of the Linklet while
the output is written completely during the finalization of the Linklet.
Linklets can be typed.
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• Composition technique: Linklets are chained together by two techniques:
Pipes-and-filters-like connection of inputs and outputs; and generic-like
start of injection components and consumption of their output.
For the former ones, different control constructs similarly to those of
OWL-S will be used in the fields of sequential execution, parallel exe-
cution, alternatives and loops. Figure 3.8 gives an overview about the
used operators.
• Composition language: The composition language is realized as an on-
tology and will be detailed in chapter 3.2. Instances of this ontology are
consumed by the Linklet Container Resource.
Figure 3.8: Overview of the used compositors for the Linklet composition sys-
tem.
Prototypic system architecture Starting from a prototypic Linklet Con-
tainer Resource, the Linklet system architecture was enhanced in order to allow
a realization of the component model, the permission model and the features of
the formal description. At this point, the system architecture or previous work
is described.
The OSGi standard (see section 2.1.4) specifies a centralized, component-
oriented platform [All11]. Its main idea is to encapsulate code into bundles,
which can be started and stopped at runtime. A communication between bun-
dles is possible. There are various implementations of this standard like Eclipse
Equinox or Apache Felix. Apache Felix is a pure implementation of the standard
without supplementary functionality.
The architecture of the Linklet Container Resource is based on the OSGi
standard. Linklets are represented as bundles, which are installed, parameter-
ized, executed and stopped at the end. By reinstalling a Linklet bundle every
time it is requested, the statelessness of Linklets can be guaranteed. Apache
Felix as a pure OSGi implementation is chosen in order to guarantee the confor-
mity to the standard. This makes the OSGi engine exchangeable, if necessary.
The restlet framework [RL] is a lightweight framework that facilitates the
creation of web application on the server and client side. It is based on the
principles of RESTful web services [Fie00]. The separation between server side
applications and client side applications is removed. Furthermore, it offers an
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abstraction from concrete connectors in order to make them exchangeable. Rest-
let applications can also be started in servlet containers like Apache Tomcat or
Jetty. Due to its facilitation of application development, it is used to equip the
Linklet Container Resource with a REST interface.
Combining these core technologies creates the prototypic system architecture
of the Linklet Container Resource. It consists of a restlet, which is running in
a tomcat server. If a Linklet execution is required, an Apache Felix instance is
started. In this instance, the Linklet Bundle is executed like described above.
Figure 3.9 depicts this structure.
Figure 3.9: System architecture of the prototypic Linklet Container Resource.
This approach has three disadvantages. First, the restart of the Apache Felix
framework for each Linklet call consumes redundant resources. This cannot be
avoided due to the inclusion of the OSGi framework into the servlet. Second, it
does not allow the start of more than one Linklet in the same OSGi container.
This prohibits any Linklet composition. Third, it is not possible for a bundle
inside an OSGi container to communicate with a process outside of the OSGi
container. This blocks any communication between the Linklet Container Re-
source and the Linklet itself. However, this communication is necessary in order
to pass input and output parameters to the Linklet. In this prototypic approach,
the communication is realized via global system variables. All three problems
are the reason for a refactoring of the Container Resource architecture.
Final system architecture Besides the elimination of the three shortcom-
ings of the prototypic system architecture, a one-click start of the Linklet Con-
tainer Resource is requested. The one-click start has to work without any system
settings or additional parameters.
This leads to the final system architecture of the Linklet Container Re-
source that is presented in figure 3.10. It consists of the Lightweight Container
Resource Base, which sets the required system parameters, starts the Java Se-
curity Manager and initializes the Apache Felix OSGi framework. Inside the
OSGi framework, the Linklet Container Bundle is started, which is the core of
the Linklet Container Resource. It starts a server to provide access via a HTTP
connection, handles incoming calls and realizes necessary steps for the start and
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stop of Linklets. It also acts as a mediator for composed Linklets (see figure
3.7) and defines permissions (see section 3.3). Implementation details can be
found in section 4.
Figure 3.10: System architecture of the final Linklet Container Resource.
This approach eliminates the problems of the prototypic architecture. The
OSGi Container is always running while the Linklet Container resource is avail-
able. This allows a faster start of Linklets and an invocation of more than one
Linklet at the same time. Both, Linklet Container Resource Bundle and the
Linklets are situated in the OSGi environment. This allows a direct exchange
of data without stressing the global system variables. Furthermore, all needed
settings are realized by the Lightweight Container Resource Base. This allows
a one click start of the Linklet environment.
Linklets are language independent. Architecturally, this fact is realized by
the current design. Both Maven Artifacts and the OSGi Container allow lan-
guage independent Linklets. Nevertheless, the current prototypic implementa-
tion (see section 4) is only available in Java. Implementations for other lan-
guages are part of future research.
Debugging Transparency is the base for debugging. The developed system
architecture facilitates debugging in two ways. First, it does not run in a servlet
container. This reduces complexity. Second, it writes the input and output
resources of every Linklet to a log file. Therefore, every single Linklet of a
composition can be restarted and debugged with the input that caused the
error.
3.1.5 Outlook
The Linklet technology needs composition in order to profit from network syn-
ergies. This section has created the base for the collaboration of Linklets by
introducing the necessary composition system. The requirements, known ap-
proaches, two possible solutions and the final system architecture were detailed.
Linklets can be seen as reified functions. They have no state, an input and
an output. Consequently, Linked Data resources represent the corresponding
attributes. Two questions arise: Is it possible to bundle different Linklets and at-
tributes to classes? And can complete frameworks be realized by this approach?
Both questions have to be evaluated as a part of future Linklet research.
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3.2 Formal Description
The main difference of Linked Data resources to other data representations is
the strict use of ontologies. They allow automated data interpretation and
automated data processing. A formal description for Linklets has the same
purpose.
This chapter will present a formal description for Linklets. At first, the
requirements for this formalization are introduced. Second, a mathematical
formalization is given. Based on this, the resulting architecture is studied by
detailing existing approaches and developing a technical formalization. Finally,
an outlook is given.
3.2.1 Requirements
Simplification of the Linklet start To start a Linklet, at least its input
resource, its output resource and its description resource, which specifies the
corresponding Maven artifact, have to be known (see section 2.2.1). Including
the address of the chosen Linklet Container Resource, a HTTP call with four
URIs has to be executed. To leverage Linklet usability, a simplification of this
method is required.
Composition support The formal description has to support the developed
composition system for Linklets (see section 3.1.4). It has to support loops,
alternatives, sequences and parallelism. Metareasoning has to be provided by
the use of a Linked Data conform formalization. As shown in section 3.1.1,
Linklet typing is necessary.
Automatic Linklet search In order to compose Linklets automatically, their
automated discovering by crawlers is required. Therefore, the developed formal
description has to contain sufficient information for an automatic Linklet search.
Permission support The Linklet Container Resource is a controlled runtime
environment, which controls the permissions of each Linklet (details in section
3.3). The formal description has to support this task.
3.2.2 Mathematical Formalization
The principles of Linked Data were introduced in section 2.1.1. The follow-
ing formalization of the Linked Data principles prepares the formalization of
Linklets. The Linklet Data Resource is the central concept.
Definition 4 (Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)) U defines the the set
of all possible URIs.
Definition 5 (Literal) A literal i ∈ I is a numeric or an alphanumeric value.
A literal is no URI. It is imperative that U ∩ I = ∅.
Definition 6 (Triple) The amount of all RDF triples is defined as follows:
R = U × U × (U ∪ I) (3.1)
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Each Triple r = (s, p, o) ∈ R consists of a subject s, a predicate p and an object
o.
Definition 7 (Linked Data resource) A Linked Data resource consists of
triples. The amount of all Linked Data resources is defined as follows:
LDR(U, I) = P(R) (3.2)
Definition 8 (Linked Data resource retrieval) A Linked Data resource can
be retrieved by an URI u. The retrieval process is formalized by the following
function:
φ : U → LDR(U, I)
u 7→ r = φ(u)
(3.3)
Definition 9 (Resource in Context) A Linked Data resource r can be re-
stricted to a certain context u, by filtering its triples corresponding to a specified
subject. The definition follows.
ru = {(u, p, o)|(u, p, o) ∈ r} (3.4)
Definition 10 (Predicates of a Linked Data resource) The amount of all




∣∣(s, p, o) ∈ r,m = {(s, p, o)|(s, p, o) ∈ r}} (3.5)
Definition 11 (Signature of Linked Data resource) A Linked Data resource
signature sig ∈ SIG is a set of predicates:
SIG = {[pk11 , p
k2
2 , ..., p
ki
i , ..., p
kn
n ]|n ≥ 0,∀ni=1 (ki ≥ 0) ∧ (pi ∈ U)} (3.6)
Simplification For ki = 1, ki is omitted. For ki > 0, ki can be replaced by a
”‘*”’. A ”‘?”’ replaces a ki that has either the value 0 or the value 1.
Definition 12 (Signature function) The signature of a Linked Data resource
is calculated by the following function:
Ω : LDR(U, I)→ P(SIG)
r 7→ {[pk11 , p
k2
2 , ..., p
ki
i , ..., p
kn
n ]|∃n ≥ 0∃p1, ..., pn∀ni=1 : (pi, ki) ∈ P (r)}
(3.7)
A Linked Data resource r with the signature [pk11 , p
k2
2 , ..., p
kn
n ] has also the
signature [pk11 , p
k2
2 , ..., p
ki
i , ..., p
kn−1
n−1 ]. A Linked Data resource is defined to ”have
a signature sig ∈ SIG”, if and only if sig ∈ Ω(r).
Definition 13 (Projection to a predicate) For an arbitrary Linked Data
resource, the following projection can be realized:
f : LDR(U, I)× U → P(U ∪ I)
(r, p) 7→ {o|(., p, o) ∈ r}
(3.8)
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Simplification Assuming |f(r, p)| = 1, f can be simplified to f1 as follows
f1 : LDR(U, I)× U → (U ∪ I)
(r, p) 7→ o|f(r, p) = {o}
(3.9)
These definitions suffice in order to define the Linklet formalization mathe-
matically. In the following, the formalization of Linklets will be studied.
Definition 14 (Linklet type) A Linklet type is a Linked Data resource r that
has the following signature:
LTY = [inType, outType, childType∗, parType?] (3.10)
The following conditions exist for the specified triples of the Linklet type:
φ(f1(r, inType)) ∈ LDR(U, I) (3.11)
φ(f1(r, outType)) ∈ LDR(U, I) (3.12)
∀child = f(r, childType) : LTY ∈ Ω(φ(child)) (3.13)
LTY ∈ Ω(φ(f1(r, parType))) (3.14)
A Linklet Type can be used in order to type a certain Linklet. It specifies the
type for the input and output of a Linklet. Furthermore, it can have a parent
type in order to allow relations between the Linklet types. The parent relation
is optional. Furthermore, Linklets can be generic and injection components can
be used to fill variation or extensions points of Linklet. These injection Linklets
are called childs. A Linklet Type specifies all children for a class of Linklets,
including their name and their Linklet type.
Definition 15 (Maven artifact description) A maven artifact is a Linked
Data resource r that has the following signature:
MAR = [groupId, artifactId, version] (3.15)
The following conditions exist for the specified triples of the Maven Description:
f1(r, groupId) ∈ I (3.16)
f1(r, artifactId) ∈ I (3.17)
f1(r, version) ∈ I (3.18)
Maven artifacts were introduced in section 2.2.1. The use of groupId, arti-
factId and version is specified by the Maven framework.
Definition 16 (Linklet description) A Linklet description is a Linked Data
resource r that has the following signature:
LDE = [type?,mavenA, defIn?, defOut?, defChild∗, permission∗] (3.19)
The following conditions exist for the specified triples of the Linklet description:
MAR ∈ Ω(φ(f1(r,mavenA))) (3.20)
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φ(f1(r, defIn)) ∈ LDR(U, I) (3.21)
φ(f1(r, defOut)) ∈ LDR(U, I) (3.22)
∀child = f(r, defChild) : LDE ∈ Ω(φ(child)) (3.23)
f(r, permission) ⊂ I (3.24)
If r has a [type] signature, the following restrictions have to be fulfilled:
LTY ∈ Ω(φ(f1(r, type))) (3.25)
(
f1(φ(f1(r, defIn)), rdf : type) = f1(φ(f1(r, type)), inType)
)
∨(
(defIn, .) 6∈ P (r)
) (3.26)
(
f1(φ(f1(r, defOut)), rdf : type) = f1(φ(f1(r, type)), outType)
)
∨(
(defOut, .) 6∈ P (r)
) (3.27)
∀child = f(r, defChild) :
(
f1(φ(child), type) ∈ f(φ(f1(r, type)), childType)
)
∨(
(type, .) 6∈ P (φ(child))
)
(3.28)
A Linklet description is bound to a Maven artifact and allows specifying
additional information for this artifact. Therefore, an optional type can be set,
but also default childs, inputs and outputs. The parameters are optional in
order to allow simple specifications for test purposes. The specified permissions
allow to a assure in advance that all required are granted by the Linklet Con-
tainer Resource. If the Container Resource does not provide all the required
permissions to a Linklet, it will not be started. For details to the permission
model see section 3.3.
If a Linklet type is set, various properties can be checked. On the one hand,
default input and default output have to correspond to the type that is specified
in the Linklet type. The types of Linklet children have to correspond to one
type specified in the Linklet Type.
Definition 17 (Linklet parametrization) A Linklet parametrization is a Linked
Data resource r that has the following signature:
LPA = [desc, in?, out?, children∗] (3.29)
The following conditions exist for the specified triples of the Linklet parametriza-
tion:
LDE ∈ Ω(φ(f1(r, desc))) (3.30)
φ(f1(r, in)) ∈ LDR(U, I) (3.31)
φ(f1(r, out)) ∈ LDR(U, I) (3.32)
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∀child = f(r, children) : LDE ∈ Ω(φ(child)) (3.33)
For the by desc specified Linklet Description, the following restrictions have
to be fulfilled:
{f1(r, in), f1(φ(f1(r, desc)), defIn)} 6= ∅ (3.34)
{f1(r, out), f1(φ(f1(r, desc)), defOut)} 6= ∅ (3.35)
If a Linklet type t = φ(f1(φ(f1(r, desc)), type)) is specified by the Linklet
description, the following restrictions have to be fulfilled:(
f1(φ(f1(r, in)), rdf : type) = f1(t, inType)
)
∨(
(in, .) 6∈ P (r)
) (3.36)
(
f1(φ(f1(r, out)), rdf : type) = f1(t, outType)
)
∨(
(out, .) 6∈ P (r)
) (3.37)
∀child = f(r, children) :
(
f1(φ(child), type) ∈ f(t, childType)
)
∨(
(type, .) 6∈ P (φ(child))
) (3.38)
The Linklet Parameterization simplifies the start of a concrete Linklet. It
assures that both input and output of the Linklet are either set as default
values in the Linklet Description or in the Linklet Parameterization. The same
holds for all children, if a Linklet Type is defined by the Linklet description.
Furthermore, the restrictions of an eventual Linklet type are similar to those
that were defined for the Linklet Description.
Definition 18 (Executeable) An executeable is either a Linklet Parameteri-
zation or a Linklet Composition. The set of all executeables if defined as EXE.
The term ”executable” is needed in order to allow a recursive composition
of Linklets by applying the composite design pattern [Rie97]. In fact, Linklets
that are bundled by a composition represent again an executable.
Definition 19 (Decision resource) A decision resource is a Linked Data re-
source r that contains a boolean value b ∈ B = {true, false} ⊂ I. The following
signature is required:
DRE = [bv] (3.39)
The following condition applies:
f1(r, bv) ∈ B (3.40)
Decision resources are needed for composition constructs that represent loops
or alternatives.
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Definition 20 (Linklet composition) A linklet composition is a Linked Data
resource r that has the following signature:
LCO = [op, exec∗, des?] (3.41)
The following conditions exist for the specified triples of the Linklet composition:
f1(r, op) ∈ I (3.42)
∀e = f(r, exec) : φ(exec) ∈ EXE (3.43)
DRE ∈ Ω(φ(f1(r, des))) (3.44)
This open definition of the Linklet Composition allows the specification of
various composition operators. The completeness of the required information
has to be checked by the Linklet Container Resource.
3.2.3 Existing Approaches
Which approaches exist in order to realize formal descriptions of web services
and web service compositions? How can the principles of the semantic web serve
this purpose? This chapter gives an overview over existing solutions in the field
of modeling approaches.
XML based approaches WSDL and BPEL were introduced in section 3.1.2.
They are based on the XML standard. Their elements are defined by the WSDL
namespace. Regarding the layered structure of the semantic web (see section
2.1.1), their description only covers the Markup level. Therefore they are not
dynamically extendable neither readable without explicit knowledge.
OWL-S (see section 3.1.2) is based on both: RDF as a data model, which
is based on XML, and OWL as an ontology that allows to type references and
elements. Therefore, it corresponds to the Linked Data principles.
Linked Data Services Linked Data Services (LIDS) [SH10] have the goal
to bridge the gap between traditional web services and the Linked Data cloud.
There are three main problems in this area: First, the required input information
of a web service is not known to its caller. Second, there is no standard for the
construction of a request URI for a web service, even if the required input is
known. Third, there is no defined way to associate the output of a web service
with its request URI.
LIDS address these problems by a formal description, which associates the
required input of a web service with its output. The formal description is similar
to the RDF-based query language SPARQL [PS08]. These queries are embedded
into an RDF-based description (see listing 3.1). Furthermore, they define rules
for the computation of an URI schema depending on the particular description.
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PREFIX foaf: <http:// xmlns.com/foaf /0.1/>
6 PREFIX geo: <http://www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo
/wgs84\_pos\#>
CONSTRUCT \{ ?point foaf:based\_near ?
feature .\}
8 FROM <http:// geowrap.openlids.org/
findNearby >




Listing 3.1: Example of an LIDS description. Input: A point consisting of
latitude and longitude. Output: A set of triples naming features near this
point.
Can the description of LIDS be used for Linklets? On the one hand, it allows
creating a relation between the input and the output of a web service. It is also
a lightweight description. On the other hand, it provides an own syntax for
SPARQL-like queries. Consequently, there is no compatibility to existing OWL
reasoners. It doesn’t provide a syntax to specify the multiplicities of items.
Furthermore, variables in this syntax are not typed.
In conclusion, Linked Data Services provide a description, which is located
between classical XML approaches like WSDL or BPEL and semantic web ap-
proaches like OWL-S.
Rule based approaches The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)
[HPSB+04] integrates the rule engine RuleML [Gov05] and OWL DL (see sec-
tion 2.1.1). Therefore it allows reasoning about Linked Data resources. These
reasoning capabilities can be used to check conditions or to calculate execution
plans for compositions.
Prova [KS04] is a Java-based rule engine. By combining the programming
language Java with the rule engine Prolog [CM03], it integrates both imperative
and declarative aspects. Therefore, it allows the specification of workflows, the
reasoning over data, the use of SQL queries and automated tests by JUnit
integration. An example is given in listing 3.2.
1 interact(X,Z):-interactDirect(X,Y),interact(Y,Z).
hello(Name):-
3 S = java.lang.String("Hello "),
S.append(Name),
5 java.lang.System.out.println(S).
Listing 3.2: Example of a Prova program. First line: logical rule. Other lines:
Java embedment.
In conclusion, Rule based engines are integrable into the Linked Data cloud.
They allow a composition of Linklets and their automatic tests. However, they
provide the needed information in the rule format. So they hinder automatic
search and metareasoning capabilities.
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Conclusion Table 3.2 compares the existing approaches for the formal de-
scription of web services. Looking at the two groups of XML based descriptions
and rule based descriptions, it points out, that the former ones offer better
description possibilities while the latter ones allow dynamic tests and checks.
Features / technology WSDL/BPEL LIDS OWL-S Rule-engines
Linked data based X X
Search X X X
Composition X X X
Metareasoning X X X
Automatic Tests X
Table 3.2: Feature Matrix of four approaches for a Linklet description language.
Fulfilled requirements are marked with a ”X”.
This work restricts itself to the static aspects of Linklets including search,
composition and metareasoning capabilities. Therefore, an OWL-S like descrip-
tion will be developed. As shown in section 3.1.2, it has to be adopted. Rule-
engines will be treated as a possible enhancement for future work.
3.2.4 Architecture
The technical realization of the formal description is based on three constraints.
The mathematical formalization of section 3.2.2 is seen as a base for the de-
scription. The component model of section 3.1.4 introduces the elements of the
”Linklet Composition” constraint. Finally, OWL as a standard implies technical
restrictions.
The Meta Object Facility (MOF) [mof06] is a framework with the goal to
allow the integration of different metamodels like UML. Abstraction layers are
the core of MOF. An element on the model layer ”Mx” is always an instance
of an element from layer ”M(x+1)”. MOF also defines a meta-meta model, the
MOF metamodel, on the highest abstraction layer. In the following, the MOF
standard will be used in order to characterize the technical realization of the
formal description.
The Ontology Design Metamodel (ODM) [BVEL04] integrates OWL into the
MOF framework. The resulting integration has four layers. As mentioned above,
the highest layer ”M3” provides the MOF metamodel. The ontology metamodel,
which represents the OWL standard, is located at layer ”M2”. The same holds
for the metamodels of RDF [CK04] and RDFS [DGD03]. Consequently, two
layers are left for the concrete OWL use. Concrete models are situated at layer
”M1” and concrete instances of a model are situated on layer ”M0”.
The modeling of Linklets in OWL is restricted to these two layers in order
to preserve tool support. Figure 3.11 shows the resulting architecture. At layer
”M1”, the ontologies for the Linklet Type, the Linklet Description, the Maven
Artifact, the Linklet Parameterization and the Linklet Composition are defined.
”M0” holds concrete instances of these ontologies. Ontologies of Linklets inputs
and outputs follow the same scheme.
This approach has the disadvantage that it breaks the abstraction layer
concept of the MOF definition [mof06] at two points. This definition allows
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Figure 3.11: Prototypical technical realization of the Linklet modeling visualized
in a MOF framework. Its two problems are marked: An ”instance of” relation in
”M0” and ”M1”, and a ”reference” relation between ”M0” and ”M1”. External
resources are flagged by a gray box.
”instance of”-relations only between elements of different layers and references
only inside a layer.
First, the reference of a Linklet Type instance to the corresponding resource
type is a reference from ”M0” to ”M1”. In fact, the inputType of an Linklet
Type specifies the type of inputs for Linklets of this type (see section 3.2.2). The
same problem exists in various other modeling approaches. In Java e.g. it is
possible to define classes on M1 that have attributes of the type ”int”, which is
specified in ”M2” (see listing 3.3). Both Java metamodel and Ecore metamodel
[BBM03] define primitive data types on ”M2” and allow references to them on
”M1”. In conclusion, this problem exists in many modeling approaches and will
not be treated as critical concern.
1 public class House { // class defined on M1
private int height , width; // reference to M2
3 }
Listing 3.3: Example for an reference between different abstraction layers in
Java
The second violation of the MOF definition is caused by the relations be-
tween Linklet Description and Linklet Type, and between Linklet Parameter-
ization and Linklet Type. These relations are ”instance of”-relations. Indeed,
the defaultInput of a Linklet Description has to be an instance of the inputType
of a LinkletType (see section 3.2.2).
A possible solution to this dilemma is provided by Atkinson et al. [AGK09].
He differentiates between two types of ”instance of”-relations. The ”linguistic
instance of” is used to define relations between an element of the abstract syn-
tax of a language and an element of a model. It corresponds to the ”instance
of”-relations of MOF and is supported by current type checking mechanisms.
Contrary, the ”ontological instance of” is orthogonal to ”linguistic instance of”.
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It allows the definition of abstract and concrete domain specifications. Conse-
quently, there are two types of abstraction layers. The linguistic abstraction
layers ”M0”, ”M1”, ... represent different language abstractions while the onto-
logical abstraction layers ”O1”, ”O2”, ... represents domain abstraction layers.
Applied to Linklets, the approach of Atkinson offers a way to resolve the
second inconsistency of the MOF definition by the Linklet model. Therefore,
the Linklet Type has to be on one ontological layer while Linklet Description
and Linklet Parameterization have to be on a lower ontological layer. Figure
3.12 shows an example for a crawler and the different ”instance of” relations.
Figure 3.12: Example of an ontological model of a Linklet crawler.
This improvement leads to the final modeling result, shown by figure 3.13.
The differences are the introduced ontological abstraction layers ”O2” and ”O1”
on the linguistic abstraction layers ”M1” and ”M0”. External resources and
their instances are not in the area of influence of this thesis. Consequently, they
aren’t classified as corresponding to a certain ontological level.
In conclusion, the architecture of the resulting model corresponds to the
mathematical formalization, adapted to the technical requirements of OWL.
The detailed ontology can be found in appendix A.
3.2.5 Outlook
This section detailed the architecture of the formal description for Linklets. This
formalization supports voluntary permission checks by the corresponding fields
in the Linklet Description. Composition is allowed by the composition ontology,
which was introduced in chapter 3.1. Furthermore, an automated search for
Linklets can be realized by the Linklet Type. The Linklet parameterization
allows a direct invocation of Linklets.
However, the use of the resulting ontology has limitations as the implemen-
tation (see chapter 4) will show.
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Figure 3.13: Improved technical realization of the Linklet model, visualized in
a MOF framework. External resources are flagged by a gray box.
3.3 Permission Model
A central goal of Linklets is to make the advantages of Linked Data available
for companies. Therefore, data security is a central aspect. Two business mod-
els exist (compare section 5.1). In the first scenario, companies use external
Linklets to treat their own data. Companies act as Linklet customers. In the
second scenario, external users are allowed to execute their Linklets on Linklet
Container Resources inside a certain company. Companies act as data providers.
Both scenarios raise the same requirements with regard to security aspects.
This chapter studies a permission model for Linklets in the context of the general
security model. Therefore, requirements are developed in the first part. The
second part gives an overview over existing security mechanisms for networks.
Then, the permission model is developed and the chosen security mechanism is
introduced. A conclusion closes this chapter.
3.3.1 Requirements
Assumptions The security model is based on two assumptions. On the one
hand, a trustable server environment is assumed. This server environment in-
cludes a physical server, which is physical reliable. It is located in a network with
an approved security policy and it is maintained by a trustable administrator.
The server environment also includes the Linklet Container Resource.
On the other hand, each external user is seen as a potential thread. This
includes Linklet repositories, the internet connection, Linklet providers and even
the person, who invokes a Linklet within a Linklet Container Resource.
Both assumptions are visualized in figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Scheme of the Linklet Security environment. Potential security
threats are shadowed in gray.
Threat scenarios Each Linklet execution represents a potential threat to
the security of a company network. These threats exist in the four areas of
confidentiality, authenticity, integrity and availability [Bis03].
Confidentiality threats concern the privacy of data. In the Linklet scenario, a
Linklet can expose internal data from the intranet to the internet. This data can
exist in the Linked Data format or in any other arbitrary format. The Linklet
Container resource has to assure confidentiality by controlling the Linklet input
as well as controlling the Linklet output.
Authenticity covers the question how the identity of data and persons can
be proved. Authentication is no Linklet specific problem and will not be treated
in the scope of this thesis.
Integrity is essential in order to avoid forbidden data manipulations. Applied
to Linklets, intranet and internet data have to be protected. Therefore, the
Linklet Container Resource has to restrict the write access of Linklets to these
data sets depending on the required integrity.
Availability concerns data resources of the internet as well as the Linklet
Container Resource. It can be reduced by common network attacks like denial
of service (DOS) attacks. These attacks are relevant for the security model of the
Container Resource, if they are caused by Linklets. Furthermore, Linklets can
try to bypass the security restrictions of the Container Resource. The security
model has to prevent these essays.
Simplicity The developed composition model for Linklet realises network syn-
ergies. These synergies depend on a widespread acceptance of the Linklet tech-
nology. Therefore, the defined security architecture has to be as simple as
possible. The implied restrictions for the development of Linklets have to be
minimal while assuring the required security.
Furthermore, Linklet descriptions have to follow the Linked Data standard.
They have to be createable and editable without special tools. Standards for
signing and encrypting Linklets are in discussion [con], but they are not yet
defined. Therefore, Linklet descriptions have not to be signed or encrypted.
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Resource accounting Section 5.1 will show that the business model for Lin-
klets depends on a fine-grained payment model. The permission model has
to create a base for future payment models. Therefore, it has to consider the
question of resource accounting.
3.3.2 Related Work
The OSI reference model [Zim80] describes the design of network protocols.
It defines seven abstraction layers to split these protocols depending to their
functionality and to make them exchangeable. The lowest layer describes the
transfer of bits. Layer two handles communication faults e.g. by bundling bits to
frames and adding redundancy. The third layer is responsible for the transport
of packets from the sender to the receiver and ads therefore routing information.
The transport layer assures an end-to-end-communication for larger units then
packets. The uppermost three layers are the session layer, the presentation
layer and the application layer. They are application oriented and introduce
functionality like device independent sessions, data compression or an e-mail
service. Even through OSI is a reference model, it can be seen as a base for
security considerations.
A firewall covers the three security areas of authentication, logging and filter-
ing [Eck09]. Filters permit data exchange by predefined criteria. Corresponding
to the OSI reference model, they can be divided into packet filters, application
filters and proxy filters. Packet filters act on the transport layer and have e.g.
the possibility to block certain IP addresses. Proxy filters act as a mediator
[GHJV95] for services and act at the transport layer. Application filters work
on a higher level and can block whole applications. In the end, firewall filters
assure the security of internal resources, which are not externally available.
Publicly available resources like web services have to assure their security
autonomously. Two examples for web service technologies are WS security
[ADLH+02] and XACML [M+05]. WS security offers a broad set of mechanisms
to control the exchange of SOAP [BEK+00] messages. The eXtensible Access
Control Markup Language XACML allows presenting and interpreting XML
policy languages. A more detailed introduction of current security technologies
is given in [FG03].
In conclusion, there are established technologies that allow the creation of
secure web applications. The use of these web technologies facilitates the devel-
opment of a secure Linklet Container Resource.
3.3.3 Permission Model
A policy is a set of permissions, which are granted to a certain subject. It infers
what is allowed and what is not allowed. The Linklet Container Resource is a
platform, which allows the execution of Linklets in different scenarios. There-
fore, it has to be flexible. Each Linklet can get any permission, if it is granted
by the administrator. No static policy for Linklets will be defined.
The Java security API [jav] covers a wide range of application areas, in-
cluding cryptography, public key infrastructure, secure communication, authen-
tication, and access control. They also define a set of permissions, which are
checked by the Java runtime library in collaboration with the security manager
of an application (see section 2.1.3).
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OSGi (see section 2.1.4) specifies a centralized, component oriented platform.
It also contains its own permission layer. This permission layer contains a set of
OSGi specific permissions which, are specified in the implementation language
of an OSGi framework.
Apache Felix is an OSGi implementation for Java. The current implementa-
tion of the Linklet Container Resource is based on Apache Felix (see also section
3.1.4). Therefore its policies can leverage predefined Java permissions as well as
predefined OSGi permissions.
These permissions are not sufficient in order to guaranty a fine-grained con-
trol of Linklets. Therefore four new permissions are needed. The following
paragraphs will detail their functionality and their necessity.
Http access permission Linked Data resources can be retrieved by a HTTP
GET request to a valid URI. Such an URI is e.g. http://localhost:8080/
tripleStore/triples/internal/employees/Mueller/salary/. In order to ensure
confidentiality, it is necessary to be able to restrict the read access to certain
URIs. Furthermore, the integrity of data can be assured by restricting the write
access.
Table 3.3 shows the required permissions for a request to the URI specified
above via the Restlet Framwork [RL]. This information was extracted by re-
placing the standard Java Security Manager by an adapted version. The latter
one logged every permission request. Eight different permission types are re-
quired. Only one type indicates the occurrence of an HTTP request: the socket
permission.









Table 3.3: Required Java permissions during an HTTP GET call using the
Restlet framework.
Table 3.4 shows all requested socket permissions. It turns out that none of
these socket permissions contains the requested URI. Therefore, a more fine-
grained permission is needed to restrict the access to Linked Data resources.
The Http access permission allows a fine-grained access control. Like all java
permissions, it possesses a name and an action parameter. The name is used to
express the allowed address space. Wildcards are allowed for its definition. The
action parameter can have the values ”write”, ”read” and ”all” in order to set
the direction of the data transfer.
Entropy permission Steganography is the scientific area of hidden informa-
tion transfers. Therefore additional information is cached in carrier informa-
tion. The method is similar to the radio technology, where a carrier frequency
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Order Permission type Name Action
1 class java.net.SocketPermission 127.0.0.1:8080 connect,resolve
2 class java.net.SocketPermission 127.0.0.1:8080 connect,resolve
3 class java.net.SocketPermission localhost resolve
4 class java.net.SocketPermission localhost resolve
5 class java.net.SocketPermission DRSD60166871A resolve
Table 3.4: Required Java socket permissions during an HTTP GET call using
the Restlet framework. Name and action are the parameters of the correspond-
ing permission.
is modulated to transfer an audio signal. In computer science, various carrier
information types exist. Examples are images, sounds, videos, streams or text
files. Peticolas et al. [PAK99] state that steganography has two advantages
over cryptography. It attracts less attention and it can’t get in conflict with
local laws. In the end, steganography allows the hidden transfer of unlimited
amounts of information as long as sufficient carrier information is available.
The entropy [SW59] of a message is a measure which defines the amount
of information, which is contained in this message. Equation 3.45 shows the
definition of the entropy for one symbol over an alphabet X with the probability




px · log2 px (3.45)
The entropy is maximal, if all elements of an alphabet are uniformly dis-
tributed. Furthermore, the upper equation can be simplified for an alphabet,
which contains only the two elements ”0” and ”1”. In this case, the entropy of
one sign is exactly 1 bit (see equation 3.46).
Hmaxbin = −(p0 · log2 p0 + p1 · log2 p1) = −(0.5 · log2 0.5 + 0.5 · log2 0.5) = 1bit
(3.46)
This is exactly the size, which is needed to store one sign on a disk. On
the whole, the entropy is a measure, which allows the limitation of stored or
transferred data.
How can the confidentiality of data, which has been read by a Linklet, be
assured? Steganography shows, how an invader can cirumvent high level restric-
tions by hiding the confidential data. Consequently, all semantic restrictions,
like a limit for the number of written triples or a limitation of the output type,
are useless.
Nevertheless, the entropy offers a mean to limit the amount of Linklet input
and output information. A restriction of the output entropy limits the amount
of data, which can be exposed by a Linklet. Consequently, confidentiality risks
can be reduced. A restriction of the input entropy limits the amount of data,
which can be requested by a Linklet. Accordingly, it is one possibility to prevent
denial of service attacks and to raise the availability.
The entropy permission follows this idea. Its name parameter is used to
limit the amount of bytes, which can be transferred during the execution of one
Linklet. Its action parameter is used to distinguish between input and output
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entropie. It is important to mention, that the entropie of used URIs is always
regarded as output entropie in order to hinder a hidden information transfer via
URIs.
Type permission The Http access permission and the Entropy permission
ensure confidentiality by restricting the read amount of data, the written amount
of data, and by restricting the address space of readable resources. They ensure
integrity by restricting the address space of writeable data. Therefore, they are
sufficient for a basic permission model.
As assumed internal Linked Data resources are trustable. Therefore, their
content can be used in order to enhance the access control. The type of a
resource is the most favorable information for such a restriction because it de-
fines the complete structure of a resource and it is available in all Linked Data
resources.
The type permission enhances this basic permission model by allowing a
restriction of the input depending on its type. The read access of two resources
can be treated seperately, even if they are in the same address space. Due
to steganographic methods, it is recommended not to use this permission for
output control.
The type permission has a name and an action parameter. The name pa-
rameter is used to define comma-separated types. Wildcards are allowed in the
name parameter. The action parameter is used to distinguish read and write
actions.
Http depth access permission The Resource Description Framework (RDF)
defines a graph (see section 2.1.1). From this point of view, the Http access per-
mission allows an access restriction to certain nodes while the Type permission
allows a restriction to certain node types.
A Linklet description (see section 3.2) consists of multiple nodes of different
types. These nodes can be stored in different address spaces. There is no
simple way to allow the access to a complete Linklet description by using the
TypePermission or the HttpAccessPermission. Both permissions do not offer a
mean to exploit the graph structure of the Linklet Description.
The http depth access permission is configured by a name, which indicates
the allowed access depth, and an action parameter, which allows to differentiate
between read and write mode. It is an extension to the Http access permission
and allows to navigate besides the specified address space to a specified depth.
Figure 3.15 shows an example of the use of an Http depth permission.
Permission model The resulting permission model follows a whitelist ap-
proach that consist of three elements. Standard java permissions allow the
restriction of system resources. OSGi specific permissions allow the limitation
of the OSGi functionality. Furthermore, the four introduced permissions (see
table 3.5) allow Linklet specific restrictions.
3.3.4 Security Architecture
The realized security architecture is based on the defined requirements and the
developed permission model. It therefore fulfills two tasks. First, it defines how
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Figure 3.15: Impact of an HttpDepthPermission (name=”1”). The access to the
white elements was granted by an HttpAccessPermission (A). The HttpDepth-
Permission also allows access to the gray elements (D), which are referenced by
the former ones.
Permission type Name Action Protection area
Http access URI (incl. *) r/w Confidentiality, Integrity
Entropy max. entropy r/w Confidentiality, Availability
Type OWL types r/w Confidentiality
Http depth access depth (incl. *) r/w Confidentiality
Table 3.5: Overview about the added permissions, their action and name pa-
rameters, and their protection areas corresponding to the requirements.
the created permissions are assured by the Linklet Container Resource. Then,
it has to realize further aspects of the security requirements.
Realization permission model The current version of the Linklet Container
Resource is based on the Apache Felix OSGi framework. Therefore its permis-
sion model is based on the Java permission model. As shown in chapter 2.1.3,
permissions in Java have to be checked by the frameworks their self. Therefore
frameworks are responsible for new permission checks.
Linklets are location-independent web services, which consume and produce
Linked Data resources. Their network communication is consequently simple.
It consists of reading and writing Linked Data resources. This facilitates the
implementation of new permissions due to the reduced set of frameworks, which
is required to realize the network communication.
The Linklet Container Resource is based on the Restlet framework (see sec-
tion 3.1.4). The four new permissions are therefore checked by an Restlet frame-
work wrapper, which provides the required read and write capabilities for Linked
Data resources. Restricted Linklets (see figure 3.16) have to use this wrapper
in order to access Linked Data resources. However, unrestricted Linklets (see
figure 3.17) can use any way to access their required resources.
Realization of security requirements Denial of service attacks [BS03] are
realized by a huge amount of requests with the goal to consume all available
resources of a specific service. Considering the Linklet Container Resource, two
types of attacks are possible. At first, a potential attacker can invoke various
starts of the same Linklet. Consequently, the same URI is called many times.
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Figure 3.16: Realization permission checks: Restricted Linklets have to use the
Linklet Wrapper in order to access Linked Data resources.
Figure 3.17: Realization permission checks: Unrestricted Linklets can access
Linked Data resources directly.
This kind of attack is not specific to the Linklet Container Resource and will
not be treated therefore.
A potential attack can be realized by a malicious Linklet during its execu-
tion. Parrend and Frénot [PF09] identified recently 25 vulnerabilities in current
Java/OSGi implementations. Each of these vulnerabilities was able to either
freeze the OSGi platform or to violate data integrity. These vulnerabilities are
caused at three levels. At first, the system environment allows the execution of
byte code, which is potentially malicious. This problem can be handled by an
restriction of byte code executions. Second, the standard Java virtual machine
(JVM) is not adapted for OSGi and is therefore the reason for 8 vulnerabilities.
Third, there are 17 security issues that are caused by current OSGi implemen-
tations.
I-JVM [GTM+09] is an adapted Java Virtual Machine, which removes the
existing vulnerabilities of the JVM. It improves the isolation of bundles, in-
troduces a resource accounting mechanism and changes the algorithm for the
termination of bundles. On the contrary, it decreases the performance by 20%.
The use of I-JVM reduces the vulnerabilities of the OSGi platform and allows
a consequent resource accounting. However, the 17 vulnerabilities of the OSGi
platform remain open.
3.3.5 Outlook
This section described the development of a permission model for Linklets in
the context of the general security architecture. The resulting model allows the
restriction of Linklets in a simple way. The Java permissions, the OSGi spe-
cific permissions and the added permissions cover the requirements of integrity,
confidentiality and availability. However, vulnerabilities of the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) and the OSGi framework create security lacks in the Linklet
Container Resource. While I-JVM removes the JVM vulnerabilities, the OSGi
vulnerabilities still exist.
A certification of the Linklet description resources has been rejected due
to the non-established standards for the certification of Linked Data resources.
This is a current research topic (see e.g. [con]). Any progress in this area
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influences the confidentiality of the Linklet descriptions. Confidential Linklet
descriptions induce further opportunities like execution restrictions correspond-
ing to the Linklet type. Therefore this topic is part of future research.
Summary
Linklets are location independent and Linklets are web services. Both proper-
ties influence essentially the architecture of Linklets and the Linklet Container
Resource. This chapter developed the architecture for three essential functional-
ities. The composition of Linklets is allowed by a web service based component
model. The developed Linklet description is based on OWL-S. It allows the
automation of the composition, a Linklet search and their simple invocation.
The elaborated permission model is based on the Java permission model. It
assures security and creates a base for the business model (see chapter 5.1).
The architecture of this chapter does not treat the technical realization.
Chapter 4 will study this question and point out problems especially for the




Linklets are real. They and their Linklet Container Resource are more than a
research topic. They cover practical needs. The implementation of the Linklet
platform builds the bridge between the Linklet architecture (see chapter 3) and
the Linklet business model (see chapter 5.1).
This section is divided into three parts. Part 1 gives an overview of the
implementation, it documents fundamental design decisions and gives a project
overview. Part 2 and 3 introduce the technical realization. Therefore, they
provide statical and dynamical views on the developed prototype. While the
static views help to understand the structure of the project, the dynamic views
give an insight into the control flow.
4.1.1 Design Decisions
What are fundamental design decisions of the realized implementation? Which
advantages and limitations do they create? This section concludes the decisions
of chapter 3.
Obligation to standards Standards create common interfaces. They en-
able interoperability and reduce implementation efforts [GC02]. The Linklet
Container Resource is based on the standards of Linked Data, the RESTful
communication paradigm, OSGi and Maven.
The input and output of Linklets are Linked Data resources. This enables
the use of huge amounts of data resources (see section 2.1.1). The use of OWL
as base for the formal description of Linklets integrates these descriptions into
the Linked Data cloud.
The ”Representational State Transfer” (REST) was defined by Fielding[Fie00].
It provides a uniform interface for network entities. Moreover, REST is real-
ized by the HTTP standard, which allows the use of existing network security
approaches. The Linklet Container Resource provides its services in a RESTful
way.
Apache Maven [mav] is a build tool. Its core concept is the artifact, which is
located in a repository. OSGi [All11] is a centralized, service oriented platform.
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It allows starting and stopping ”bundles” during runtime and manages their
communication. The integration of artifacts into bundles is the foundation for
the encapsulation of Linklets.
Java-based prototype Linklets are by conception language-independent. None
of the used standards restricts their implementation to a certain programming
language. However, each specific implementation of the OSGi standard sup-
ports only one specific language platform. There are currently no multi-platform
OSGi-implementations.
The current prototype of the Linklet Container Resource is based on Java.
Other OSGi implementations like Apache Celix [apa] for C can be used for
further realizations of the Linklet Container Resource.
Easy development of LL The development of Linklets has to be easy in
order to establish Linklets as a standard (see section 5.1). Looking at the
Linklet Container Resource, the implementation effort can be reduced by two
ways: By the reduction of restrictions and complexity; and by supplying an easy
to use development kit.
4.1.2 Static View
Which implementation follows from the design decisions? Figure 4.1 shows the
projects, which are used in order to provide the functionality of the Linklet
Container Resource, as well as their dependencies. Their metrics are provided
in table 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Realized architecture of the Linklet Container Resource: Created
projects and their ”uses”-dependencies.
Each of these projects is both a Maven artifact and an OSGi bundle. This
allows their dynamic retrieval from an arbitrary Maven repository as well as their
use as OSGi services. In the following, the purpose, the essential implementation
decisions and the key classes of each project are studied.
TripleFileStore
The TripleFileStore acts as a container, which allows storing and retrieving
arbitrary Linked Data resources and file resources. As mentioned before, it is






TripleFileStore 938 544 4 14 67
RestletAccessWrapper 2671 1667 5 25 225
DescriptionProcessor 2508 1392 5 39 280
Linklet-commons 125 56 1 2 17
BundleWrapper 466 288 2 7 25
ServerPackage 557 320 4 8 36
Osgi-linklet-container 449 322 3 6 16
TOTAL 7714 4589 24 101 666
Table 4.1: Projects of the Linklet Container Resource: Metrics
A RESTful request is formed by its address and its operation. Resources
are created or overwritten by a PUT operation, read by a GET operation, and
removed by a DELETE operation. The implementation of the POST operation
depends on the server [RR07]. In this implementation, a POST operation is
identical to a PUT operation besides the fact that the addressed resource is
deleted before. A POST request to the following resource deletes consequently
all triples at this resource and writes the new ones:
http://<serverIP>:7080/tripleStore/triples/55
Compared to existing solutions, the TripleFileStore is optimized for debug-
ging Linklets. This requires two features. At first, all stored Linked Data
resources can be deleted immediately by a DELETE request to the follwing
resource:
http://<serverIP>:7080/tripleStore/admin/allTriples
This allows removing any interdependence between two Linklet executions.
Second, all Linked Data resources are stored as text files on the server. There-
fore, they can be easily evaluated and modified. Errors can be simulated.
A servlet is Java class that is running inside a servlet container with the
possibility to treat the request of clients. The servlet interface offers the ad-
vantages of standardization. There are many servlet containers, which act as a
host for servlets. The TripleFileStore can be integrated as a servlet thanks to
its use of the Restlet Framework [RL]. Therefore, the advantages of a Tomcat
server like extended logging features can be used for the TripleFileStore.
The TripleFileStore consists of nine main classes and five test classes. The
main classes can be divided into service classes and value classes. The service
classes act as an adapter to the Restlet framework. They provide the former
mentioned services. The value classes are used to store the files and the Linked
Data information permanently on the hard disk. On the whole, the TripleFile-
Store offers a stable Linked Data container for the Linklet development.
RestletAccessWrapper
The RestletAccessWrapper acts as a decorator [GHJV95] for the Restlet Frame-
work. It realizes two different tasks: One the one hand it is necessary to enforce
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the permission model for Linklets (see section 3.3). It therefore restricts the
Linked Data resource access. On the other hand it simplifies the use of the
Restlet framework and lightens thereby the Linklet development.
The Java permission model is based on a whitelist approach. Each class
can only realize the actions, which are granted by its permissions. Permission
checks have to be realized by the frameworks (see section 2.1.3). The RestletAc-
cessWrapper checks the permissions of the Linklet permission model. Its use is
enforced by the restriction of other HTTP access methods for Linklets.
Using the Restlet framework [RL] creates two difficulties. First, HTTP mes-
sages have to be read completely in order to release the underlying connection.
If they are not read completely, the maximal number of connections is reached
after a limited amount of messages and further communication is hindered.
Furthermore, the proxy settings have to be set correctly. The RestletAccess-
Wrapper avoids both difficulties by reading messages completely in every case
and providing the correct proxy settings to each Linklet. Therefore, it facilitates
the Linklet development.
The RestletAccessWrapper consists of 17 main classes and 8 unit test classes.
The main classes cover two areas of interest. There are permission classes that
realize the new permissions. They also allow to store or read them from config-
uration files. A multi level bloom filter (see [ZJJ10]) is e.g. used to check the
HttpDepthAccess permission. Additionally, the RestletWrapper and its helper
classes bundle the Http communication and facilitate the processing of Linked
Data resources. In conclusion, the RestletAccessWrapper provides the base for
HTTP requests of all other bundles inside the Linklet Container Resource.
DescriptionProcessor
The formal description of a Linklet exists as a group of Linked Data resources,
which are instances of the Linklet ontology (see section 3.2). The Description-
Processor has the task to read and parse this information. Furthermore, it is
used to create Linked Data resources that describe Linklets.
The formal description of Linklets is based on OWL [MVH+04]. There
are three complexity classes of OWL: OWL LITE, OWL DL and OWL FULL
(see section 2.1.1). Additionally, OWL is based on the open world assumption.
Semantic reasoners like Hermit [SMH06] allow e.g. checking the satisfiability of
Linked Data resources in relation to their OWL ontology. This qualifies them
for the validation of Linklet descriptions.
Satisfiability tests of a Linklet description can only be realized by an OWL
FULL reasoner. This problem is created by the relation between Linklet type
and Linklet description. The Linklet type defines the type for the input and
output of a Linklet, which are specified in the Linklet description or the Linklet
parametrization. This breaks the complexity of OWL LITE and OWL DL.
OWL FULL reasoners are in the complexity class NP [Pap03].
Satisfiability tests of a Linklet description cannot verify all constraints of a
Linklet description. They cannot e.g. verify, that a Linklet has only one input.
The following example clarifies this point. Assuming a Linklet ”A” has two
inputs ”I1” and ”I2”. Due to the open world assumption of OWL and the fact,
that it is known, that each Linklet has only one input, a reasoner assumes that
”I1” is equal to ”I2”. This is not the expected result. A reasoner can only detect
that the formal description of Linklet A is wrong, if either ”I1” or ”I2” states
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by an ”owl:differentFrom” statement, that they are explicitly different. This is
not the case for current Linked Data sets like DBPedia.
On the whole, the use of a semantic reasoner for the validation of Linklet
descriptions would introduce a NP complex component, which cannot verify all
constraints. Consequently, the validation of these resources is realized without
a reasoner by the DescriptionProcessor.
The DescriptionProcessor consists of 34 main classes and 5 test classes. The
main classes are divided concerning three application areas. The Java classes
of the first application area cover the representation of the formal description
elements. These classes are created by a set of builders [GHJV95], which also
validate the Linklet descriptions. The third application area is covered by a set
of helper classes that facilitate the treatment of Linked Data resources. There
is e.g. a visitor [GHJV95] that can be used to transform the description classes
back to Linked Data resources.
In conclusion, the DescriptionProcessor allows reading and writing Linked
Data resources that describe Linklets. It does not use a reasoner due complexity
and functionality limitations.
Linklet-commons
The Linklet-commons project acts as a base for the creation of Linklets. It acts
as a facade [GHJV95] for the DescriptionProcessor and the RestletAccessWrap-
per. Every Linklet has to use this project.
The Linklet-commons project itself consists of the abstract class ”LinkletA”
which is the super class for each Linklet. Furthermore, it defines the ”Linklet-
Service”, which every Linklet bundle has to provide. Both classes are used to
assure the Linklet lifecycle, which is presented in section 4.1.3.
A Linklet consists of a formal description and a maven artifact, which is an
OSGi bundle. The simplest Linklet artifact depends on the Linklet-commons
artifact and consists of two classes. One class is the Linklet itself, which inherits
form the ”LinkletA”. The other class is the bundle activator, which starts the
corresponding ”LinkletService” in order to make the Linklet visible in OSGi.
Annex B introduces a simple Linklet in detail.
In conclusion, the Linklet-commons bundle is the base for the creation of
Linklets.
BundleWrapper
The BundleWrapper consists of five main classes and two test classes. It facili-
tates the use of maven artifacts in the context of an OSGi environment.
In OSGi, bundles can be installed and uninstalled at any time (see section
2.1.4). Current OSGi implementations like Apache Felix identify OSGi bundles
by the path of their installed bundle archive. This creates problems in the
case where two bundle users are installing and uninstalling the same bundle
concurrently. While the second installation of a certain bundle does not produce
any action, the first uninstall removes the bundle. Therefore the bundle is not
available any longer, thus the second user has not uninstalled it. Figure 4.2
visualizes this problem. The BundleWrapper solves this problem by counting the
references to a certain bundle. It acts as a proxy [GHJV95] for the installation
and the deinstallation of bundles.
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Figure 4.2: Bundle installation problem: While the second installation of bundle
”X” causes no action, the first uninstall removes the bundle. Therefore user ”B”
can’t use the bundle even though he hasn’t uninstalled it.
Apache Maven is a build tool, which allows ”artifacts” to define dependen-
cies to other ”artifacts”. These dependencies are required for their execution.
Sonatype Aether [son] is a framework which encapsulates the determination, the
search and the download of Maven artifact dependencies. The BundleWrapper
configures this framework and simplifies its use.
In conclusion, the BundleWrapper allows installing and uninstalling Maven
artifacts including their dependencies, and it keeps track of the number of refer-
ences to a certain bundle. It is therefore the base for the installation of Linklets
inside the Linklet Container Resource.
ServerPackage
The ServerPackage project consists of six main classes and two unit tests. It is
the central bundle inside the Linklet Container Resource and coordinates the
execution of Linklets.
Jetty [Con04] is a Java-based HTTP server and servlet container. It is used
by the ServerPackage via the Restlet framework to provide the services of the
Linklet Container Resource in a network. A standard call to the ServerPackage
has the following syntax:
http://<serverIP>:8888/containerResource/invoke?executeable=http:
//www.test.de/linkletDescription
This call defines two elements. The formal description of the executed Lin-
klet or the executed Linklet composition is defined by the parameter ”execute-
able”. Furthermore the Linklet Container Resource, on which the Linklet is
executed, is chosen. If a maven artifact is available, but no Linklet description,
a server call with the parameters ”input”, ”output”, ”groupId, ”artifactId” and
”version” is possible. This call creates an untyped Linklet description and trig-
gers its invocation by redirection.
Linklets can be composed corresponding to the Linklet component model
(see section 3.1). In the case of composed Linklets, the ”executable” parameter
has to provide a composite Linklet description. Accordingly, the ServerPackage
uses a Visitor [GHJV95] in order to execute the composition.
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On the whole, the server package acts as a facade for the Linklet Container
Resource. It provides the interface for the end user and coordinates the execu-
tion of Linklets.
Osgi-linklet-container
The Osgi-linklet-container project is no part of the Linklet Container Resource
itself. Its purpose is to allow an one-click start of the Linklet Container Re-
source. Therefore, it configures the system properties for the security and proxy
settings. It also configures the Apache Felix OSGi container before it is started
and the ServerPackage is loaded.
Security configuration is the most import task of the Osgi-linklet-container
(see also section 3.3). On the system level, a Java security manager has to be set
up with a policy that grants all permissions to the Felix OSGi container. The
OSGi security manager can be used correctly only in this case. On the OSGi
level, the security manager has to be activated, a truststore for certificate-checks
has to be defined and the permissions for the bundles have to be set.
During the development of the Linklet reference implementation, the follow-
ing default permissions for bundles of the Linklet Container Resource, uncerti-












Certified Linklet AllPermission - -
Table 4.2: Default permission settings corresponding to the bundle type. These
settings can be modified by the configuration files.
The Osgi-linklet-container consists of five main classes and one test class.
It has dependencies to the BundleWrapper, the DescriptionProcessor and the
ServerPackage. Furthermore, it uses Apache Felix to provide the OSGi con-
tainer. In conclusion, the Osgi-linklet-container assures the correct start and
sets all parameters of the OSGi environment.
4.1.3 Dynamic View
The dynamic view is focused on the execution process. Two processes are pre-
sented. On the one hand, the Linklet lifecycle is studied; on the other hand, a
composition execution is presented.
Lifecycle of Non-Composed Linklets
The life cycle of a non-composed Linklet consists of the following elements (see
also figure 4.3):
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1. Activation request: The Linklet description URI is passed as a parameter
to a container resource.
2. Reading the Linklet description: The Linklet Container Resource uses the
DescriptionProcessor to make an HTTP request to the URI of the Linklet
description and parses it.
3. Advanced permission check: The runtime container checks the voluntarily
requested permissions of the formal description (see section 3.2.2).
4. Resolving and downloading Linklet dependencies: The fetched maven ar-
tifact description allows the computation of all runtime-dependencies of
a Linklet using the BundleWrapper. It fetches all required libraries and
constructs the class path for executing it.
5. Linklet start: The Linklet bundle and its requirements are instantiated
via the BundleWrapper.
6. Linklet execution: The LinkletService of the instantiated Linklet is used
to invoke the Linklet. It is parameterized, initialized and started. Finally,
its output is written to its output resource and the Linklet is finalized.
7. Uninstall: The Linklet Container Resource uninstalls the Linklet and its
requirements with the help of the BundleWrapper.
8. Linklet response: The user request is redirected to the output URI of the
Linklet.
Figure 4.3: Lifecycle of a non-composed Linklet.
Lifecycle of Composed Linklets
In case of a Linklet composition, the lifecycle changes to the following sequence.
(A) Activation request and Linklet description evaluation: These phases are
identical to the phases 1 and 2 in the case of a non-composed Linklet.
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(B) Composition execution: The execution of the Linklet composition is ef-
fected by the composition visitor [GHJV95]. Figure 4.4 shows an example
for the case of an if-composition. For each executed Linklet, phases 3 to
7 of a non-composed Linklet are executed.
(C) Linklet response: This phase is identical to the phase 8 of a non-composed
Linklet. In case of parallel execution, the output is a list of output re-
sources rather than the output of specific Linklet.
Figure 4.4: Start of phase B of a composed Linklet lifecycle. An if-composition
with a positive expression evaluation is presented. The CompositionVisitor acts
as the central coordinator for the Linklet execution.
Summary
How is the developed architecture realized? The previous implementation sec-
tion answered this question in three steps. The design principles help to un-
derstand the context of the Linklet Container Resource prototype. The static
view shows the Linklet Container Resource as a set of OSGi bundles that are
used to realize a common service. The dynamic view detailed the phases that
are passed to realize this service. It provided therefore information about the
collaboration of the Container Resource bundles.
Can the current implementation be improved? How safe is it? These ques-
tion will be part of the discussion in chapter 6.
4.2 Test
Kaner stated in 1993 that ”Software products are never released - they escape!”
[KFN93]. However, the following tests assure the quality of the developed pro-
totype.
This section shows the realized test efforts in the in the context of this thesis.
At first, it details the requirements in the context of the test plan. Next, the
test design and thereby the concrete test fields are specified. Then, details of
the developed Linklet specific test environment are provided. Finally, the test
results are evaluated.
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4.2.1 Test Plan
The following three requirements have been specified for the Linklet test envi-
ronment.
V-model The V-model [Brö93] is a process model that consists of two parts.
On the one hand, the required system is developed top-down. The development
starts with the specification and finishes with the implementation of individual
units. Complementary, the system is tested bottom up. The tests are started
at the individual units with unit tests, which are followed by integration tests
and system tests.
In the context of the development of the Linklet Container Resource, the
V-model has to be used.
Regression tests ”Regression testing is the activity that helps to determine
whether a changed component has introduced any error in unchanged compo-
nents.” [sof] It focuses consequently on the creation of tests, that can be effected
after changes to a certain software were made.
The Linklet Container Resource is still on a prototypic level. Further changes
are expected. Therefore, all tests have to be implemented as regression tests.
Too implementation specific tests have to be avoided in order to keep test adap-
tion efforts low.
Test areas Both functional and non-functional tests are required. Functional
tests have to cover the functionality, which was developed during the design
phase. Non-functional tests have to focus on the privacy feature. They have to
assure the correctness of the permission model.
Due to the scientific development of the Linklet Container Resource, there
exists no concrete design specification, which can be used as a foundation for
tests. Consequently, tests have to be implemented as white box tests. Dynamic
tests are favored.
4.2.2 Test Design Specification
Tests can never assure the correct functionality of each usage scenario. The
application would had been tested with each possible input. Consequently,
tests cover equivalence classes of use cases. The test design specification defines
these equivalence classes.
Unit tests Unit tests assure the correct functionality of each unit in the
software system. They do not treat any interaction between different units.
The Linklet Container Resource is a complex system, which consists of inde-
pendent projects that can only provide their functionality in cooperation. Unit
tests are realized on project level. Therefore, they can cover only a small field
of use cases.
The following unit tests have been realized.
• TripleFileStore: The TripleFileStore has the task to store Linked Data
resources. The unit tests (U1) assure this functionality. The file store
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functionality is not verified, because it is not relevant for the current Lin-
klet environment.
• RestletAccessWrapper: The RestletAccessWrapper (RAW) bundles the
access to Linked Data resources and introduces new permissions. Four
different test areas have been identified. The unit tests (U2) assure the
write and read functionality of the RAW. The ”implies”-relation between
the introduced permissions is assured by the test suite (U3). Test suite
(U4) verifies the functionality of the permission loader, which is used to
load and store permissions from the hard disk. Finally, the test series (U5)
verifies the functionality of the MultiLevelBloomFilter (see section 3.3).
• DescriptionProcessor: The DescriptionProcessor has two tasks: Parsing
Linklet description resources and creating Linklet description resources.
The parsing functionality is verified by the test suite (U6). The test cases
(U7) check the writing functionality.
• Linklet-commons: The task of the Linklet-commons project is to provide
a uniform interface for all Linklets. An interface is not testable by unit
tests.
• BundleWrapper: References to installed bundles are managed by the
BundleWrapper. Bundles need an OSGi environment in order to be exe-
cuted. Therefore, no BundleWrapper unit tests are realizable without the
use of an appropriated environment.
• ServerPackage: The ServerPackage realizes three functionalities: It coor-
dinates the Linklet composition, it acts as a server for external users of
the Linklet Container Resource and it implements client functionalities
in order to retrieve Linklet parameterization resources. The composition
features can only be tested during the integration tests. The test suites
(U8) and (U9) cover the server and client functionality.
• Osgi-linklet-container: The OSGi Linklet Container assures a one click
start of the Linklet Container Resource by setting the relevant system
settings. Test suite (U10) verifies this functionality.
Integration tests Integration tests verify the interfaces between different
modules. They assure a correct service provision by testing their collaboration.
The following three areas have been tested for the Linklet Container Resource:
• Linklet life cycle and formal description: The collaboration of RestletAc-
cessWrapper, ServerPackage and Description Processor is verified by the
execution of the simplest Linklet: the ”Dummy Linklet”. It reads the in-
put resource and adds exactly one triple. The tests (I1) assure its correct
output.
• Linklet component model: The component model is tested for each com-
position Type. The tests (I2) and (I3) are testing the correctness of the
”if” and the ”while” constructs. (I4) and (I5) assure the correctness of
the mass execution constructs and the child embedment.
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• Linklet permission model: The test of the permission model is part of the
non-functional tests. It assures the security of Linked Data resources (see
section 3.3). Test suite (I6) assures that the ”Dummy Linklet” crashes,
if it has not the sufficient permissions. (I7) tests the certificate check of
the Linklet Container Resource. Finally, the tests (I8) assure the correct
check of the voluntary permissions requirements in the formal description
of a Linklet.
System tests System tests are testing the implemented formal description,
the composition model and the permission model for real Linklets. The use cases
that have been implemented in the context of the application areas of chapter
5.2 have been chosen for this task. Test suites (S1) to (S4) parameterize these
Linklets and check their output.
4.2.3 Test Realization
Linklets are stateless. Each Linklet and each Linklet composition are completely
defined by their input resources and description resources. For a given input
and a fix description of a Linklet, the output is always identical.
The Linklet-tester project uses this fact in order to implement a simple test
framework for Linklets. It is an extension of the JUnit framework. A concrete
Linklet test has to be configured with a parameterization, an input and the
expected output. For a given Linklet test, the Linklet Container resource is
started automatically, the Linklet description and the Linklet input is uploaded
to defined resources, and the Linklet is started. After the end of the Linklet
execution, the produced output is compared to the expected output, and the
Linklet Container Resource is stopped.
The Linklet-testcases project bundles all test cases, which use the Linklet-
tester framework. This includes the integration tests and the system tests. Unit
tests are located in the corresponding framework packages.
On the whole, the developed test environment lightens the development of
regression tests for Linklets.
4.2.4 Test Results
All tests that were designed, are running without failures. Even though only
equivalence classes are tested, this indicates the correctness of the implemented
Linklet Container Resource.
The most frequent reason for errors during the Container Resource devel-
opment were caches. Beside the fact that they improve the performance of an
application, they hinder the update of artifacts or Linked Data resources after
changes. In total, four caches have been identified: The Apache OSGi Felix
environment caches installed bundles for their next installation. The location
of this cache depends on the location of the OSGi-linklet-container. Apache
Maven provides a local repository, which caches artifacts depending on their
groupId, artifactId and version. OSGi bundles with wrong import and export
specifications are the third cache. Due to their wrong configuration they export
code of their dependencies. If such a bundle is not updated after a change of
its dependencies, it exports outdated packages. Browser caches represent the
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last cache. The identification of these caches and their partial clearance during
development was essential for the identification of errors.
In summary, the realized test strategy assures the functionality and the
security of the Linklet Container Resource. It acts on the levels of unit tests,
integration tests and system tests. A realized test framework facilitates the test
creation.
Summary
The Linklet Container Resource is a complex project, which is built up on dif-
ferent subprojects. This chapter showed the design criteria of this application.
Then it provided both a static view and a dynamic view to introduce the devel-
oped ideas during the implementation. The test section studied the efforts to
prove the correctness and security of the current Linklet Container Resource. It
also introduced a lightweight test framework that supports the creation of tests.
The current Linklet Container Resource is a reference implementation of a
Linklet Container Resource. Evolving and adapting this application is part of
future work. The chosen bundle structure creates the base for this process.




The web 2.0 is the home for many business models that focus on web services
[Or07]. Due to technical restrictions, these web services are location-dependent.
Linklets represent location-independent web services. Two questions arise: Are
there business models for location-independent web services? Does these busi-
ness models apply to the semantic web?
This chapter treats economical aspects of Linklets. It starts by introducing
a business model for SAP as the provider of the Linklet Container Resource. In
the second part, it introduces possible application scenarios for Linklets. They
are the base for business models of Linklet creators. A conclusion sums up the
chapter.
5.1 Business Model
There is a vision behind Linklets: Each operation on Linked data is realized by
leveraging Linklets.
The business model of this section is the foundation for this vision. Cor-
responding to [OP+02], it is divided into four parts (see figure 5.1). At first,
the realized product innovation is studied as a value proposition for a target
customer. This product innovation is based on the infrastructure of SAP. It
also creates a base for a stable customer relation. Finally, the financial aspects
are studied.
5.1.1 Product Innovation
The product innovation is the first pillar of the business model. It covers all
aspects that are related to the final product. The product innovation consists of
the capabilities of the product, their derived value proposition and the customer,
which is targeted by the product.
Capabilities
Which capabilities are offered by the Linklet technology?
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Figure 5.1: Realized business model ontology according to Osterwalder [OP+02].
Conformity to the Linked Data standards As shown in section 2.1.1, the
Linked Data standards are widely distributed. They offer a common interface
for an open data graph. Linked Data resources and their relations are typed. A
broad amount of datasets is available.
Linklets are based on Linked Data. The profit therefore of a large community
and a continous development of the various Linked Data standards.
Location-independency, reuseability, composability Second, Linklets
profit from the capabilities of the Linklet Container Resource. The Container
Resource makes them location-independent and allows therefore the develop-
ment of reuseable operations over Linked Data. Furthermore, it guaranties an
automatic search for Linklets and their composition by a formal description
language (see chapter 3).
Trust and security Third, the Linklet Container Resource represents a sand-
box and provides a fine grained permission model. It offers capabilities to check
certified Linklets. Linklet certification by a trusted certification authority en-
hances the security further and restricts the start of non-trusted Linklets.
Controlled platform A platform is defined as an ”evolving system made of
independent pieces, that can each be innovated upon”. Its main characteristics
are the interdependence of its parts, and its innovation by many actors [GC02].
This model is suited for the products of many complex industries. Examples
are cars and their tires, or cameras and their films.
”Historically, the most successful platforms were owned by proprietary spon-
sors that controlled platform evolution and appropriated associated rewards”
[Wes03]. This is caused by the individual evolution of each piece of a plat-
form. So, without any coordination, the coherence of a platform would decrease
and the pieces of the platform would become worthless. Facing this thread,
the owner of the platform, also called ”platform leader” [CG01], needs to bal-
ance multiple roles. His priority is to enforce the power and the distribution
of the platform itself, while its second target is his own profit. This creates a
win-win-situation for both, the platform leader and its suppliers.
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Assuming that SAP becomes the platform leader for Linklets, the same win-
win-situation arises. SAP has the means to install Linklets as a de facto stan-
dard. It can also propose Linklets in standardization processes. The suppliers
profit of a platform, which is improved, supported and promoted continuously.
Value Proposition
Which values creates the Linklet technology for customers? Indeed, there are
two scenarios. In the first one, companies act as Linklet users. A value is created
by the use and the production of Linklets. In the second, companies provide
their data sources. A value is created by the provision and the use of Linked
Data resources.
Linklet use The read and write web, also named Web 2.0, involves users for
content generation to a large extend. From service providers’ point of view, the
main business advantage in this market is the possession of data [Or07]. Then
again, service users are faced with recurring difficulties concerning the privacy
of data [BZ06], and greatly diverging security and judicial standards worldwide.
This is why companies are willing to provide services, while being much more
reluctant to use them professionally. Looking at the current participation in
Linked Data, the same problem arouses.
The Linklet Container Resource is located inside the company network. Lin-
klets are location-independent. Consequently, companies can use the services,
which are created by external Linklet providers, without transmitting their data
over the internet. Therefore, Linked Data resources can be treated by Linklets
without any loss of privacy (see figure 5.2).
Figure 5.2: First application scenario: Companies as Linklet users. External
developers create Linklets, which are provided via stores. These Linklets are
easily reusable due to the Linked Data standard. (Valuable resources are flagged
by a gray background.)
The Linklet Container Resource is secure. Equally important, Linklets can
be certified. This assures the security of company data beside the question
of privacy. The operation of a Linklet Container Resource inside a company
network does not create any security problems.
Linked Data is realized by various standards. Due to the platform charac-
ter of the Linklet Container Resource, Linklets are a possible standard. This
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combination attracts both Linked Data creators and Linklet creators. Con-
sequently, possible users profit from a huge variety of available data sets and
Linklet algorithms.
In conclusion, this first application scenario creates a value for both. Lin-
klet users can leverage their Linked data resources by the algorithms that are
provided as Linklets. Linklet creators can provide their chargeable services.
Linked Data provision As mentioned before, there is no business model for
potential providers of Linked Data. This hinders potential market participants
in the creation of commercial Linked Data resources. As shown in section 2.1.1,
all current Linked Data resources are created by non-profit organizations or
states. This application scenario for Linklets offers an opportunity to enlarge
the Linked Data cloud by commercial data sets.
The Linklet Container Resource provides a sandbox that assures the con-
fidentiality of data. The amount of exchanged data is controlled by the given
permissions (see section 3.3). This leads to the idea, to allow the use of premium
Linked Data resources by external Linklets in a restricted amount. The data
provider provides both, Linklet Container Resource and Linked Data resources
for external use. Figure 5.3 visualizes this concept.
Figure 5.3: Second application scenario: Companies as data providers. An ex-
ternal data requester creates a Linklet, which is executed inside the company
intranet. The data requester can thereby work on the company data without
a loss of data confidentiality. (Valuable resources are flagged by a gray back-
ground.)
In the case of valuable data, the data provider can charge the Linklet execu-
tion. This would e.g. allow a systematic information extraction from scientific
papers. In this case, the user can be charged for the amount of data that is
exported by the Linklet to a location outside the container resource instead of
paying for each used paper. New opportunities of knowledge use follow.
Linked Data is realized by various standards. This makes the use of data
sets independent of their context. The same Linklet can run on different data
sets, if they are structured by the same ontology. Moreover, different private
Linked Data resources can be bridged by the use of Linklets.
On the whole, this application scenario provides revenue and protection for
data providers. Data users profit from an extended amount of Linked Data
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resources.
Target Customer
In total, there are four target customers of the Linked Data technology. They
include Linklet users, Linklet providers, Linked Data users and Linked Data
providers.
Depending on the distribution of the Linklet technology, both Linked Data
providers and Linklet providers will offer their services. Due to their financial
motivation, they are predictable market participants. It is the task of SAP as
platform leader to create appropriated stimuli by flexible payment models as
well as technological and juridical security.
Linklet users are individuals and companies, which possess data resources
in the Linked Data format. They want to process their data sets by externally
created algorithms. The start of a Linklet is triggered by a HTTP request.
It can be either triggered by standard devices inside the users’ intranet or by
applications on mobile devices that depend on the created information. Linklet
users are dependent on Linklet providers, if they are not able to create Linklets
their self.
Linked Data users are a subgroup of the Linklet users. They neither dispose
of Linked Data resources nor of Linklets. They are the most flexible group
of the Linklet universe. Consequently, they will be attracted by the Linklet
technology if it provides a sufficient value. Their existence depends completely
on the existence of Linked Data providers and Linklet providers.
SAP is the platform leader for Linklets. It has the task to promote this
interface as a standard in order to fulfill the needs of each customer group.
Further participants like service providers, who can be divided into platform
providers and certification providers, are necessary. However, these groups are
rather seen as partners of SAP rather then as customers.
In conclusion, four different customer groups have been identified. The Lin-
klet technology offers an interface for the interaction of these groups.
5.1.2 Infrastructure Management
Which infrastructure is required to improve the Linklet technology and to es-
tablish it as a standard? This section studies SAPs role as the platform leader
for Linklets. It will focus on the question how the Linklet technology can be
introduced to the market.
Activities and Process Configuration
In order to detail the market introduction of Linklets, one currently well-known
and successful example is studied. Apples AppStore is based on 350,000 pro-
vided applications. The 10th billion sale was generated on January 22th, 2011
[appa]. Furthermore, its customer base grows continuously with the selling of
iPhones, iPods and iPads, e.g. by 32.36 million customers in Q1/2011 [appb].
How established Apple this platform? In January 2007, Apple started to
sell the original iPhone as an innovative device with the value proposition of
a consumer for the iTunes music and video service [WM07]. In October 2007,
Apple announced to open the iPhone for third party development and to create
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the AppStore [WM10]. In conclusion, Apple first distributed their platform and
opened it for suppliers after reaching a critical mass. This strategy is similar to
the one of Palm six years ago [GC02] and should also be used as a guideline for
Linklets and their container resource.
Consequently, the availability of Linked Data resources and Linklet Con-
tainer Resources in commercial domains is essential for the distribution of the
Linklets. In order to push the Linklet platform, and thereby the Linked Data
technology, SAP can leverage existing development and marketing activities.
Examples are the integration of Linked Data interfaces to SAP products and
databases, the creation of Linklet SDKs, the development of own Linklets within
the launch phase of the technology, and the use of the SAP Community Network
as developer platform. Other actions are the realization of training camps and
cost-free useable Linklet Container Resources.
The distribution of the Container Resource has to be realized by different
channels. This includes an open source version for private customers, and a
stand-alone version for companies. The distribution of the Linklet Container
Resource via a partner network is possible. Furthermore, public Linked Data
Containers can be provided.
The ”Lock in” to existing platforms is an entry barrier for the use of Linked
Data and Linklets. Possible customers and producers of Linked Data and Lin-
klets are detained by the switching costs. SAP has the task to reduce the cost
of a possible technology adaption. One concrete facilitation is e.g. the provision
of adapters for current databases. GATEWAY is a REST service for the access
of databases in SAP systems. SAP can create a GATEWAY decorator, which
makes the elements of a database available in the Linked Data format.
On the whole, SAP has to leverage existing resources in order to strengthen
the position of the Linklet technology. Besides the distribution of the Linklet
platform, other activities are required. These activities include a certification
process of trustable Linklets to enhance the Linklet security. The development
of a Linklet application store is essential to create a common platform for their
distribution. Furthermore, the partner network has to be evolved.
Resources and Assets
Resources and assets are the base for the described activities. They include
know how, employees and financial means. These elements will not be studied
in the scope of this thesis.
SAP has 109.000 customers by 2010 [sap]. They use SAP software, which can
possibly integrate the Linklet Container Resource and Linked Data adapters.
Consequently, they are a valuable base for the distribution of the Linklet tech-
nology.
Partner Network
The SAP partner ecosystem is a community of more than 3.000 companies,
which are engaged with SAP or around SAP in value chains. More than 1.5
million employees of partner companies and more than 1.8 million members of
the SAP community network are part of this network. Their tasks reach from
the selling of SAP products over their financing to their adoption. They are
also potential acquisition targets. [PM10]
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This partner ecosystem can be leveraged for all activities of the Linklet
technology. Partners can create Linklets, certify Linklets and host Linklet Con-
tainer resources. Leveraging the partner network is another pillar of the Linklet
business model.
5.1.3 Customer Interface
The customer interface consists of three parts. First, information has to be
provided to the customer. This improves the feel and serve of the customer.
Trust and loyalty follow. [OP+02]
Customer information is distributed via different channels like direct mar-
keting e.g. through SAP consultants or public available media e.g. by the SAP
website. Which channels are favorable? Porter [P+01] shows that the internet
is complementary to established distribution channels. It does not cannibalize
them. Consequently, the Linklet technology has to be spread via different chan-
nels. Here again, the SAP partner network has to be leveraged. The ”bricks
and clicks” strategy [GG00] follows.
Intel showed that a clear communication is essential for the introduction of
new standards. In 1996, it introduced its new USB technology to the market.
An important base for the success of this technology was Intels clear statement
for this technology [GC02]. The same strategy has to be realized for Linklets.
Software is an intangible good. For the end-user, it is not possible to check
the quality of software easily. Therefore, the trust to the software vendor plays
an important role in the success of software [PM10]. In consequence, SAP can
use the trust of its customers in order to distribute the ”SAP Linklet technol-
ogy”.
In conclusion, a clear information strategy that points out the commitment
of SAP to the Linklet technology has to be realized. It has to use the trust to
the company and to be spread via online and offline channels.
5.1.4 Financial Aspects
The expected result is calculated by the expected cost and the expected profit.
In the scope of this thesis, possible profit sources for both SAP as platform
leader and SAPs partners are studied.
Platform provider SAP is the platform leader for Linklets. Therefore its
first goal is to spread the Linklet platform and its second goal is to create a
profit from this platform [GC02]. Each profit oriented use of its market position
has to be evaluated concerning threats for the platform distribution.
Two revenue sources are possible. At first the platform distribution can
be charged. Market discrimination is possible. Different Linklet Container
Resource versions vary in the enforcement of the permission model, their con-
nection to SAP products and their price. It is imaginable that the SAP version
only allows Linklets which are acquired via the SAP Linklet store and which
are validated in the SAP Linklet certification program.
The second revenue channel comprises services for Linklets. This includes
host services of Linklet Container Resources, the certification of Linklets and
fees for a Linklet Marketplace, which is operated by SAP.
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Linklet developers and Linked Data providers Linklet developers and
Linked Data providers have to be able to implement their own payment models.
It has to be e.g. possible that data providers not only charge for the used amount
of data, but also for complex analytical tasks that require powerful hardware.
Potential payment models include per execution, per volume, per machine or
per user models.
5.1.5 Conclusion
Linklets are flexible. They can be used by individuals and companies. The
same holds for their development and the creation of Linked Data resources.
Consequently, the developed business model fits into the current SAP strategy,
which targets at 1 billion users [HS].
Furthermore, the developed business model is a part of SAPs current busi-
ness model (see also figure 5.4): As a software developer, the company provides
mainly intangible goods. It acts as the inventor, distributor and lessor for soft-
ware. Due to the hosting of application stores, it acts also as a software broker
[PM10]. Its financial activities and its consulting activities qualify the com-
pany as financial lessor and contractor. SAP also hosts servers and is thereby a
physical lessor. Each of these activities is also leveraged in the Linklet business
model.
Figure 5.4: Business model of SAP [PM10]. Realized activities are marked in
gray.
In the end, Linklets and their container resource form a platform that creates
two new markets: a market for services on sensible Linked Data in form of
Linklets and a market for the use of sensitive data. The platform view on this
technology explains why a commercial use of Linklets is favorable for both,
SAP as company and the existing Linked Data community as a supporter for
the Linklet standard.
5.2 Show Cases for Linklets
This section is going to introduce three practical Linklet scenarios. Two of
them are realized as Linklet implementations in the scope of this thesis, while
the third one studies a possible joint-venture.
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5.2.1 Restaurant Scenario
In this first scenario, a company acts as a user of a Linklet and publicly avail-
able Linked Data resources. The company has stored its customer addresses in
Linked Data format and wants to create a new service for its sales representa-
tives. This service has to allow the representatives to find the closest customer
and the closest restaurant depending on their current position.
Linklets are used as a basis for this service. An application on the mobile
devices of the sales representatives invokes them inside the company network.
This reduces load on mobile device and assures the privacy of customer data.
Furthermore, available Linklets in application stores reduce the implementation
effort for the company.
The ”SmartShopper” project was realized in the scope of this thesis. It
fulfills the elaborated requirements. Its input are the current position and a
link to an address book that contains the considered clients in the Linked Data
format. To determinate the nearest customer, the Linklet crawls the address
book resources, and memorizes always the currently closest one. In a second
step, it finds the closest restaurant to this customer by using the REST API
of linkedgeodata.org. This API allows the implicit use of the OpenStreetMap
[opeb] project, whose data is comparable to Wikipedia and Google Maps. The
resulting customer data and the resulting restaurant data are written to the
output resource of the Linklet. Figure 5.5 visualizes a possible output.
Figure 5.5: Output representation of the salesman Linklet using Open-
StreetMaps.
In conclusion, this scenario shows the integration of external and internal
Linked Data resources by a Linklet. The user of the Linklet technology can
keep his data in privacy while he uses an external service. He leverages his own
Linked Data resources by actual publicly available Linked Data resources.
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5.2.2 Annotation Scenario
Named Entity Recognition (NER) [CR97] consists of the three subtasks en-
tity name recognition, temporal expression recognition and number expression
recognition. It is a subtask of information extraction. Web services like ”Open
Calais” [opea] offer entity recognition services to a large audience by a uniform
interface. However, a potential user has to send its information to this web ser-
vice in order to use the Calais annotator. NER algorithms are computationally
intensive. Consequently, the web service provider itself has to provide sufficient
hardware resources.
In the annotator scenario, the best annotator for a given example has to be
applied to a long text. Indeed, there are three inputs: A short text in a non-
annotated and a manually annotated version, and a long text. To determine the
best annotator, all available annotators are applied to the short non-annotated
text. Their results (two examples in figure 5.6) are compared to the manually
annotated text. Corresponding to the matching quota of the annotated items,
one annotator is chosen and applied to the long text.
Figure 5.6: Two different annoations of the same text. The annotated entities
are marked in gray.
Linklets are the base for the realization of the annotator scenario. In fact,
two NER annotators are realized as Linklets. They are found by a crawling
Linklet. Text comparison is executed by a compare Linklet. Figure 5.7 visualizes
the control flow of the solution, which was realized in the scope of this thesis.
In conclusion, the provided Linklet implementation provides both extensi-
bility and security features. If a Linklet is created and its description is located
in the search area of the crawling Linklet, it will be considered during the next
search for the best annotator. The privacy of the annotated data is guaranteed
by the Linklet execution on the local Container Resource. Furthermore, Linklet
providers can easily create new services without hosting them. This eases the
creation of annotation algorithms.
5.2.3 eBay Scenario
The eBay developers program [eba] allows the use of eBay datasets by a set of
provided APIs. Developers can implement desktop and web applications in the
areas of searching, trading and buying. However, the amount of API calls is by
default restricted to 5.000 per developer and day. It can be increased by passing
the ”eBay compatible applications check”.
This ”eBay compatible applications check” has two disadvantages. First,
it is complex for both eBay and its customers. Each application has to be
checked individually and there are many restrictions to enforce. For example,
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Figure 5.7: UML activity diagram for the annotator scenario.
applications are not allowed to run more than 18 threads simultaneously and
they have to handle errors ”‘softly”’ [eba]. Second, the check does only apply
to applications that realize more than 5.000 requests each day. Due to this
unrestricted ”test requests”, complete security cannot be guarantied. This is
the reason, why e.g. exact customer addresses cannot be made available via the
eBay APIs.
Linklets are secure. They are executed in a sandbox, the Linklet Container
Resource. Their input and output can be controlled by their type, their address
space and their entropy (see section 3.3). Consequently, their execution does
not degrade data confidentiality, even if they are not controlled in advance. Test
requests can be restricted.
The Linklet technology offers the chance to simplify the eBay developers
program. Contrary to the current check in advance, Linklets can be controlled
at runtime. Consequently, this offers the possibility of a less restrictive API
that would allow an enhanced functionality. Furthermore, a payment model for
premium data is possible. In this case, eBay acts as a data provider.
Linked Data is realized by various standards. The availability of eBay data
in the Linked Data format for Linklets allows customers to use existing Linklets
for their eBay specific requests. It allows furthermore the combination of eBay
Linked Data and Linked Data resources of other sources. New usage methods
follow. eBay has the opportunity to benefit.
In conclusion, the use of the Linklet technology is favorable in the case of
eBays developers program. A joint project has to be considered.
Summary
This section introduced a business model for the semantic web on the base of
the Linklet technology. In this model, companies act either as Linked Data
providers or as Linklet users. It realizes a platform strategy that creates a
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win-win-situation for both SAP as platform leader and the current users of the
Linked Data technology. Pillars for the platform leadership of SAP are the use
of existing customer and partner networks, and a clear statement for the Linked
Data technology.
Three use cases for the Linklet technology were presented. While the restau-
rant scenario details the advantages of the developed permission model, the an-
notation scenario uses the functionality of the component model. Finally, the
ebay scenario shows the future direction for the establishment of the Linklet
technology as a platform.
Chapter 6
Discussion
An unbiased, neutral and limitation aware discussion is the goal of this chap-
ter. It tries to answer critical questions concerning the taken decisions and the
realized implementation of this thesis.
Therefore, it starts by a short overview of the reached results before the
evaluation of these results is conducted. Four directions for future work complete
this chapter.
6.1 Results
”Linked Data is simply about using the Web to create typed links between data
from different sources.” [BHBL09] Linklets are simply about reading and writing
these resources by location-independent operations.
This thesis enhanced the Linklet technology at three points. It developed a
component model based on existing web service component models. It defined
a formal description using the OWL standard. Third, a permission model was
developed in the context of the general security architecture.
In addition to the technology development, a business model shows the eco-
nomic relevance of the technology based on two usage scenarios. Both scenarios
were illustrated in three different show cases. The developed test framework
assures the quality aspects.
6.2 Evaluation
Five elements are studied in this evaluation: the Linklet technology, the three
enhancements of the Linklet Container Resource and the resulting application
in general.
Linklet technology Are Linklets really innovative or are they just a market-
ing gag? Joseph Schumpter defined in the 1930s five types of innovation:
1. Introduction of a new product or a qualitative change in an existing prod-
uct
2. Process innovation new to an industry
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3. Opening of a new market
4. Development of new sources of supply for raw materials or other inputs
5. Changes in industrial organization
Linklets correspond to element 1 and 3 of this definition. They improve the
existing product of web service platforms by making web services location-
independent. Furthermore, they introduce a market for both Linked Data and
Linklets (see section 5.1). Therefore they are an innovation.
Web services offer services to a client via a defined interface (see section
2.2.1). This allows the implicit use of new technologies like virtualization tech-
nologies [PZW+07] without any changes on client side. Two questions arise:
Does the Linklet technology also offer the possibility of technical development
without any adaption for a Linklet user? Is it possible to profit from technolog-
ical changes of the web service development? The former question is answered
affirmative. Linklets offer a clear interface. They have a defined formal descrip-
tion and are stored as Maven artifacts. The latter question is part of future
work.
Linklets are not attractive to end users, because they do not offer any possi-
bility to visualize their results. However, this is not the task of a web service in
general and a Linklet in special. They support machine-to-machine interaction
[HB04]. It is a general research question, how Linked Data can be visualized
[BHBL09].
Component model What is the difference of the developed component model
to existing component models for web services? Indeed, the developed composi-
tion language closely follows the ones of OWL-S [MBH+04] or BPEL [CLS+05].
The constructs for serial execution, mass execution and alternatives correspond
to each other. However, two main differences consist in the capabilties of Meta
reasoning and in the child-construct, which allows the late-binding of helper
Linklets.
Contrary to a web service, the composition language of a Linklet has the
same format as the input data of a Linklet. Therefore, Meta reasoning allows
Linklets to reason about their own composition. They are also able to change
the composition of themselves or following Linklets in order to adapt the com-
position.
Why is the child construct necessary? Linklets read their input completely
and write their output as a whole. Their internal state is vanished after they
have written their output. The child construct allows the treatment of partial
results without finishing the Linklet and losing its internal state. This is e.g.
necessary for a crawler (see section 3.1.1).
Can this component model be simplified? It can, if the reason for its com-
plexity is removed. Therefore, either Linklets have to be able to save their state
or they need to write their output continually. The first possibility breaks the
idea of explicit inputs and outputs for Linklets. Furthermore, the amount of
data, which have to be stored isn’t limited. Therefore, it is not favorable.
A continual input and output of Linklets is the other possibility (see figure
6.1). Here, a Linklet has exactly one input stream and one output stream. The
control flow can be organized by push or by pull technology. In the former one,
a Linklet receives data from its antecessor or the Linklet container resource. In
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Figure 6.1: Possibilities of the Linklet communication model. The dashed line
marks the data flow. Top: Discrete input and output. Bottom: Continuous
input and output.
the latter case, it requests the data. The evaluation of this approach is part of
future work.
Permission model Does the developed permission model guaranty complete
security? No, as shown in section 3.3, it does not guaranty confidentiality due
to the possible use of steganography. But it can be used to effectively control
the loss of confidentiality. Additionally, the integrity and availability can be
guaranteed. Furthermore, there is no current instrument against steganography.
Is the developed Linklet Container Resource secure? No, there are vul-
nerabilities in the JVM and the OSGi environment, which hinder the effective
isolation of bundles (see section 3.3.4). There are 17 vulnerabilities in the OSGi
environment and 8 vulnerabilities in the JVM. The current version of the Linklet
Container Resource does not fix them by using the I-JVM [GTM+09], because
this project was not continued since 2009 [personal contact to authors]. It will
be restarted in 2012. However, the security model is not in the scope of this
thesis.
Does the current security architecture allow different payment models? No,
but it prepares them by measuring the amount of input and output data via the
entropy permission. However, system resources are not yet accounted. They
will be traceable as soon, as I-JVM is used. Nevertheless, the integration of a
payment model is not in the scope of this thesis.
Formal description The realized ontology for the formal description serves
as a base for the creation of Linklet description resources. As shown in section
4.1.2, the validation of inputs with a reasoner creates two problems: First, an
OWL FULL reasoner was needed to verify the type relation between the concrete
input of a Linklet in a parameterization resource and the specified type in a
type resource. Second, various conditions like the restriction to one input per
Linklet cannot be checked by a reasoner due to missing ”owl:differentFrom”-
relations between these inputs. Therefore, the use of a reasoner implies the
resource overhead of an OWL FULL reasoner, while it is not possible to verify
all conditions.
Consequently, the open world assumption in OWL hinders the complete
validation of the Linklet description by a reasoner. This result accords with
MOST project [ZMK11], which uses also preprocessors and postprocessors in
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order to e.g. ”close certain aspects of the ontology”. Another possibility is to
close the ontology by a Negation As Failure approach [RPZ10].
Linklet Container Resource The improvements of the Linklet Container
Resource are tested by unit tests, integration tests and system tests (see section
4.2). They allow new use cases (see section 5.2) and are the base for the business
model.
The current Linklet Container Resource differs to the initial idea. It is cur-
rently only available for Java and does therefore not allow language-independency.
It does not allow asynchronous calls, which are not motivated by use cases. Fur-
thermore, it does not allow the use of the Linklet descriptions for permission
restrictions due missing certification standards of Linked Data resources (see
section 3.3.1).
6.3 Future Work
Performance improvements In order to start a Linklet, the complete Lin-
klet lifecycle has to be realized (see section 4.1.3). The temporal overhead of the
Linklet technology compared to a Java program can be measured by executing
a Linklet without any execution code. It is in the size of 10 seconds.
This temporal overhead hinders the use of Linklets for small problems that
are time-critical. It also blocks the decomposition of Linklets into smaller Lin-
klets. It is part of future work to improve the performance e.g. by the use of
parallelization and further caching technologies.
Language-independency Linklets are by concept language independent. The
current reference implementation of the Linklet Container Resource is based on
Apache Felix and therefore Java technology. Apache Celix [apa] is an OSGi
framework for C. Other implementations are part of future work.
The permissions, which are granted to a Linklet are defined in a configuration
file. They are currently adapted to Java. In the case of multiple Linklet Con-
tainer Resources, an abstract language for the definition of Linklet permissions
is required. This language can be created with tools like EMFText [Dre08].
Linklet partition Linklets guaranty the privacy of data. Therefore, they are
started on the Linklet Container Resource inside the intranet of the data owner.
In order to combine the data of different private sources, the same Linklet has
to be executed on different container resources (see figure 6.2).
In the current implementation, a composition of Linklets is executed com-
pletely on one Linklet Container Resource. Possible performance improvements
of Linklet parallelization are not used.
Linklets often treat their data sequentially. They perform the same opera-
tion for each input triple. In this case, parallelism allows a performance gain.
Therefore, the Container Resource has to split the input of a Linklet into multi-
ple parts and to start different instances of the same Linklet on other Container
Resources. A final join creates the complete result.
The question of Linklet partition covers these elements.
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Figure 6.2: Collaboration of Linklets between two private networks.
Adaption to technical progress Linked Data is an evolving standard. The
certification of Linked Data resources is a current research topic [con], which
would allow a permission model depending on the formal Linklet description.
Consequently, the technological progress has to be monitored and used for
the evolution of the Linklet technology.
6.4 Conclusion
Linklets are an innovation. They provide a way to enhance and monetize the
Linked Data universe by location-independent algorithms. They offer possi-
bilities for business models in the semantic web. And they create new usage
scenarios.
A practical view on Linklets offers strengths and weaknesses. It turned out,
that the show cases were easy to implement (see also annex B). The ability of
being able to execute them on an arbitrary server inspires to develop more use
cases. However, the current Linklet Container Resource is still too slow. Its
performance is an obstacle for practitioners.
In consequence, the Linklet Container Resource has to be improved continu-
ously. This thesis shows three important areas of development. The permission
model offers vulnerabilities in the Linklet security model. An ontology based on
a closed-world assumption is preferable for the formal description. The compo-
nent system motivates a change of the Linklet input and output from resources
to streams. These tasks show the early state of the Linklet technology.
The Linked Data technology is also in an early phase of the technological
lifecycle. Therefore, Linklets create a business opportunity for SAP. The com-
pany has the opportunity to act as a platform leader for Linklets, if it realizes
the go-to-market in time. This thesis proposes to push the Linklet development.
In conclusion, Linklets enhance the web of data to a web of data and oper-
ations.
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Appendix A
Ontology
This annex details the classes of the created ontologies. While figure A.1 vi-
sualizes the classes belonging to the formalization of the Linklet component,
figure A.2 shows classes that are relevant for the composition of Linklets. The
complete ontology can be found in the code base of this thesis.
Figure A.1: Ontology class overview of the Linklet Type, the Linklet Description
and the Linklet Parameterization. Continious lines signify ”rdfs:subClassOf”-
relations. Dashed lines signify dependencies.
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Figure A.2: Ontology class overview of the Linklet composition classes. Con-
tinious lines signify ”rdfs:subClassOf”-relations.
Appendix B
First Steps With Linklets
The development of a Linklet is simple. It consists of two steps. At first, the
Linklet artifact has to be developed. Second, the description of the Linklet has
to be created and the Linklet has to be started.
This ”First steps with Linklets” tutorial details the necessary stages. It
shows the creation of a dummy Linklet, which adds one triple to its input
resource.
B.1 Development of the Linklet Artifact
In order to develop a new Linklet, just create a new Maven project. If you’re
not used to maven, have a look at the Maven website [mav]. To integrate Maven
into Eclipse, you can use the ”m2eclipse” plugin.
After creating the Maven project, two steps have to be fulfilled. The Lin-
kletActivator has to be adopted and the Linklet class itself has to be written.
Finally, the Linklet has to be deployed as an OSGi bundle to a Maven repository.
B.1.1 Adoption of the LinkletActivator Class
The LinkletActivator will be the activator of the OSGi bundle. Its task is to
make the Linklet visible in the OSGi environment. Therefore, the name of the
Linklet class has to be known by the LinkleActivator. In this case, it is the
”SimpleLinklet.class”. No further changes are required.
Listing B.1 shows the adapted LinkletActivator.
1 public class LinkletActivator implements
BundleActivator {
3 @Override
public void start(BundleContext context) throws
Exception {
5 ILinkletService service = new LinkletService(
SimpleLinklet.class);
if (context != null) {
7 context.registerService(ILinkletService.
class.getName (), service ,
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null);
9 } else {





Listing B.1: Linklet Activator for the simple Linklet.
B.1.2 Development of the Linklet Class
The central operation of a Linklet is realized by its ”start” method. The oper-
ation of the simple Linklet can be divided into the following three phases (see
also listing B.2).
1. It reads its input with the help of the predefined RestletWrapper. Due
to the permission model, the Linklet has to use this wrapper (see section
4.1.2).
2. The Linklet performs its specific operations. In this simple case, it adds
the triple (outputURI, ”http://www.sap.com/testPredicate”,
”true”). The first two elements are references, while the latter one defines
a literal.
3. It sets its output and returns ”true” in the case of an errorless execution.
The output will be written during the finalization of the Linklet. Therefore
the ”writeToSink” method is called. For standard use cases, this method
can simply use the ”writeToSinkHelper”.
1 public class SimpleLinklet extends LinkletA {
3 private Logger logger = Logger.getLogger(getClass
().getName ());
5 @Override
public boolean start() {
7 //1




Reference ref = new Reference(this.
getOutputResource ());










public boolean writeToSink () {
23 return this.writeToSinkHelper ();
}
25 }
Listing B.2: Simple Linklet. It reads its input, adds a triple and writes its
output.
More complex Linklets follow the same scheme. However, their second phase
is going to be more extended
B.2 Start of the Linklet
While the Linklet has been developed in the former section, the formal de-
scription is created now. Instead of uploading it manually to a Linked Data
container, the developed test framework (see section 4.2.3) is used to start the
Linklet.
The developed test (see listing B.3) consists of three elements:
1. The input and the output of the Linklet are set up. In this case, the input
is empty, while the output corresponds to the triple that has to be created
by the Linklet.
2. The test settings are specified. Therefore, a Linked Data container has
to be known, which will be used for the storage of the developed descrip-
tion. The maven artifact of the Linklet has to be specified. Finally, input
resource, output resource and the URI of the Linklet Container Resource
have to be set.
3. The test is added to a test container, which will be executed by the test
framework.






public static Collection <Object[]> data() {
7 //1
Graph inputGraph = new Graph ();
9 Graph outputGraph = new Graph ();
outputGraph.add(
11 new Reference("<triple container URI
>:7080/ tripleStore/triples/
dummyRefactoredOutput"),












"<triple container URI >:7080/
tripleStore/triples/
dummyRefactoredInput",
19 "<triple container URI >:7080/
tripleStore/triples/
dummyRefactoredOutput");





true , "<Linklet Containe Resource URI
>:8888");
23 //3






29 public void linkletTest () throws Exception {
super.linkletTest ();
31 //space for further assertions
}
33 }
Listing B.3: Simple Linklet test. Input and output are defined. Then, the test
is specified and finally added to the test container.
While executing the test as JUnit test, the test framework will upload the
Linklet description and its input. Then, the defined Linklet Container resource
will be used to start the Linklet. Finally, its output is verified by the predefined
output (see also section 4.2.3). More fine-grained test assertions then the exact
output matching can be specified in the ”linkletTest” method.
The Linklet description, which is uploaded by the test framework, can be
used for further invocations of the Linklet.
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Summary
This tutorial introduced the development of a simple Linklet. Its test were
explained. More complex cases can be found in the code base of the show case
Linklets, which are part of this thesis.
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